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In 1996, Beach et al. first proposed the idea of mounting an echo-sounder on a
Waverunner to measure nearshore beach profiles. This thesis discusses the Coastal Profiling
System, an extension of the original work, which has been utilized to measure nearshore
bathymetry at selected sites along the coasts of North Carolina, Oregon, and Washington.
Position of the Coastal Profiling System is accurately measured five times per second using a
differential global positioning system (DGPS), while depth below the hull is measured by an
acoustic echo-sounder. Surveys can be conducted in waves up to 3m and in depths of 1-15 m.
The effects of waves, tides, and set-up are eliminated by the co-collection of position and depth
data.
In October 1997, extensive testing of the system took place at the SandyDuck '97 field
experiment in Duck, NC. Nearshore bathymetric surveys were taken simultaneously by the
Coastal Research Amphibious Buggy (CRAB) and the Coastal Profiling System (CPS).
Comparison of the CPS with CRAB measurements interpolated to the same locations showed a
mean bias of 4.6 cm too shallow in the vertical and standard deviations about the bias of 5.5 cm.
The largest differences occur over the steeply sloping flanks of sand bars. The bias statistic, of
central interest to these tests, is confused by the potential of boat tilt and by possible errors in the
CRAB data itself.
In July & August 1998, the system was tested as a tool for long-term coastal monitoring
by the Southwest Washington Coastal Erosion Study in a regional morphology monitoring
Redacted for Privacyprogram (Ruggiero et al., 1997). A 2-3 km section in approximately the center of each of the 
four sub-cells of the Columbia River littoral cell, and an anomalous fifth site, was surveyed to 
map the morphology of each region. Alongshore-averaged profiles were decomposed into 
underlying AXm profiles and deviations from this equilibrium profile. The mean of the exponents 
was close to 2/3 with m=0.70, but ranged between sites from 0.56 to 0.79.  Shape parameters 
between 0.027 and 0.038 were estimated. Nearshore slopes (0-1 km cross-shore) were calculated 
from the exponential profile in the dissipative range with a minimum of 0.0067 and a maximum 
of 0.0089. However, no correlation was seen between the shape parameters and the 1 km 
nearshore slopes. 
An analysis of the deviations of the alongshore-averaged profiles from the equilibrium 
profile provided an objective method to determine sand bar positions from zero-down-crossings. 
Each site was characterized by a minimum of two sand bars in 2-6.5 m (NAVD 88) depths with 
heights of 0.2-2 m, lengths of 164-949 m and volumes of 48-534 m3/m. An additional bar in the 
swash zone between the +1 m elevation and 1 m depth contour was resolved in some cross-shore 
profiles. The crest of the bar largest in height was located at 3-4.5 NAVD 88 m at four of the five 
sites suggesting the profiles vary on similar cross-shore length scales amongst the sub-cells. 
A series of surveys in April, June, and October 1998 at the northern most site in Ocean 
City, WA demonstrated onshore bar migration and seaward accretion of the foreshore. This 
seasonal response was further quantified between August and October at Fort Canby. Three 
nearshore profiles surveyed by Willard Bascom et al. (1954) in the 1940s were reoccupied to 
compare the shape of the morphology 50 years ago to present. These profiles demonstrate 
accretion of approximately 2 m elevation gains in the nearshore and 26-165 m of shoreline 
change. 
Although the Coastal Profiling System is a highly accurate, mobile and efficient method 
to obtain nearshore profiles, several improvements have been suggested. Future modifications to 
the system should include an increase in the precision of the echo-sounder measurements, higher 
sampling rates, and improvement of the user interface. Additional components may include an 
onboard navigation system, a thermister to measure temperature and salinity, and a motion sensor 
to measure roll and pitch of the vehicle. The Measurement of Nearshore Bathymetry
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 THE MEASUREMENT OF NEARSHORE BATHYMETRY ON
 
INTERMEDIATE AND DISSIPATIVE BEACHES
 
CHAPTER I GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
In the coastal environment waves and currents interact with unconsolidated sediments to 
create complex patterns of morphology. These patterns occur across a variety of length and time 
scales. Sub-aerial morphologic features, e.g. beach cusps, are often seen repeating over 1-5 km of 
exposed beach. Sand bars form in shallow water and can be continuous over 1-10 km. Features 
form, reform, and shift on time scales from days to decades. The dynamic nature of coastal 
systems is revealed at the shoreline, where entire beaches can disappear during a single storm. 
The shape and residence time of morphology can answer many questions about the larger scale 
behavior of the coastline. 
Recent advances have been made in surveying techniques used to quantify the variation 
in morphology across the exposed sub-aerial beach face. In addition, improved bathymetric 
surveys provide resolution of features existing outside the surf zone extending into deep water. 
However, bathymetric surveying amongst wave breaking in the surf zone has been historically 
challenging. 
The work presented in this thesis is motivated by the need for an accurate method to 
measure nearshore morphology. Before addressing this problem, it is important to have an 
understanding of the terminology used to describe the sub-aerial and sub-aqueous profile. Next, a 
discussion of the importance of nearshore bathymetry is presented as the motivation for this 
study. Lastly, the thesis objectives are stated with a brief outline of the goals that are addressed in 
the following chapters. 2 
1.1 The nearshore environment 
The beach is often associated with the region extending from the mean low tide line to 
some geophysical feature that indicates a semi-permanent location, such as a sea cliff, dune field 
or thriving vegetation (Komar, 1998). However, this visible sub-aerial beach is only a small 
percentage of the active zone of the coastal environment. To uncover the processes involved in 
transporting the sand to and from the beach we must get our feet wet. As seen in Figure lb the 
littoral zone is defined as the region between some permanent backing feature and the depth at 
which a measurable quantity of sediment is no longer transported by surface waves, referred to as 
depth of closure (6-20 m). For discussion purposes we will break the littoral zone into two 
overlapping sections, the nearshore and the beach. The beach (backshore) is a sub-aerial 
environment and changes width daily with the tides and seasonally with climatic patterns. The 
nearshore zone is sub-aqueous with a semi-exposed region due to wave run-up that overlaps with 
the beach and is referred to as the swash zone (Figure 1 a). Variations further offshore often 
indicate a bar (or sand bar) and trough, which is used to describe the beach profile morphology 
as shown in Figure lb. Note that the term beach profile is widely accepted to describe a cross 
shore transect including the beach and the nearshore zone. A continuous beach and nearshore 
zone with headlands or man made structures at its ends, creating alongshore boundaries for 
sediment transport, is termed a littoral cell. 
Beaches are classified by sediment grain size, beach slopes, morphologic shape and fluid 
motions. The physical properties of the sediment are one of the controlling factors for beach 
shape characteristics. Coarse sediments produce steeply sloping beaches, while low sloping 
beaches are composed of fine sediments. Although the beach slope varies across the profile, the 
foreshore slope is typically used as a general parameter in beach classification (Figure I.1b). 
The slopes of the beach, coupled with hydrodynamic conditions, controls the width of the 
nearshore zone. Incident waves approaching the beach shoal as depth decreases until wave crests 
oversteepen and break. This break point will be further from the shoreline on a low sloping beach 
than on a steep beach. Thus, fine-grained shallow sloping beaches usually have a wider surf zone 
or region between the breaker and swash zones. Wright and Short (1984) discuss the foreshore 
slope and corresponding wave conditions to classify six beach states. Low sloping beaches with 
high energy and wide surf zones are classified as dissipative beaches. In contrast, on a steep 3 
beach with a narrow surf zone a large amount of energy in the waves is reflected from the shore, 
thus the beach is termed reflective. Most beaches can be classified between these end member 
states as one of four intermediate beach types. Generally, a beach will fluctuate between states 
with varying wave climate, however, it is usually given a mean classification based on dominant 
characteristics. 
As the wave climate changes through the seasons, the beach may change rapidly in slope 
and morphology. The presence or absence of sand bars in the nearshore is used as an indicator of 
the seasonal shift in the morphologic state of a beach profile. Dissipative beaches, often thought 
to have a multiple bar profile generated by high wave conditions are classified as "winter" or 
"storm" profiles. The "summer" or "calm" profile associated with a more reflective beach is a 
result of lower wave energy transporting sediment onshore to form a wider berm and steeper 
beach profile. The winter-summer profile is a broad classification scheme and will be discussed 
in Chapter III to characterize the changing state of a beach surveyed for three seasons. However, 
it is important to recognize that all beaches exhibit a cyclic nature that changes with the intensity 
of wave conditions. 
1.2 Motivation 
Nearshore bathymetry is a quantity of first order importance required to understand the 
influence of existing morphology on nearshore fluid mechanics and sediment transport patterns. 
In a more applied sense it is a necessary baseline measurement to quantify erosion and accretion 
of the shoreline and to evaluate the placement of coastal structures. 
1.2.1 Nearshore hydrodynamics 
The shape of the beach profile is the bottom boundary condition for fluid motions. For 
example, waves shoal and break depending on water depth. A perturbation in the profile such as 
a sand bar or a gradient in slope can affect the location, type, and pattern of wave breaking. 4 
Offshore  Nearshore.  Zone 
Breaker  Swash Surf Zone
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Shoreline--->­
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Figure 1.1 (a) Coastal zone terminology to describe regions exhibiting different hydrodynamics. 
(b) Additional terms depicting important features along a cross-shore beach profile. (from Komar, 
1998) 5 
Since wave breaking provides the primary forcing mechanism for mean flows such as 
longshore and rip currents, it is clear that the entire nearshore circulation system is sensitive to the 
underlying bathymetry. Therefore, measurements of the nearshore bathymetry are required to 
understand nearshore fluid motions. 
In general, wave breaking provides a momentum flux (called radiation stress) which can 
drive an entire suite of currents and lower frequency motions. Steady waves breaking at angles to 
the shoreline can generate longshore currents in the nearshore. The velocity and direction of 
these currents is dependent on beach slope specifically (McDougal and Hudspeth, 1989), but 
more generally on the entire nearshore planform (Thornton and Guza, 1986). Comparison of 
field observations and model predictions (Symonds and Huntley, 1980) present conflicting 
conclusions about the location of currents on a barred beach and point out limitations to our level 
of understanding of this current system. 
Gradients in wave breaking over complex bathymetry can produce rip currents in the 
cross-shore, particularly at a longshore trough in a sand bar or a narrow depression in the 
morphology (Sonu, 1972). These rips have a large impact on the bathymetry, carving out an 
initial channel and often driving bathymetric changes that have a sub-aerial significance. The 
mechanisms by which deformations in the beach slope are produced, how they become the 
principal control over nearshore circulation, and how a fully developed rip channel migrates and 
evolves, are active research questions and require the knowledge of the local bathymetry. 
Shear waves appear as very low frequency anomalies and are generated by vorticity in 
the longshore current. Field observations of these motions have demonstrated their dependence 
on changing water depth across the cross-shore profile. The generation of shear waves will be 
more likely on a barred beach. In an experiment by Oltman-Shay et al. (1998), the intention was 
to study low frequency motions on a planar beach. However, measurements revealing shear 
instabilities generated a new hypothesis about the shape of the underlying profile. Nearshore 
bathymetric surveys revealed a barred profile providing an explanation of these low frequency 
anomalies. This experiment emphasized the importance of measuring nearshore profiles synoptic 
with fluid investigations. 
Low frequency motions, broadly categorized as infragravity flows, occur as wave like 
standing motions in the cross-shore. These motions are produced through energy transferred 6 
from fluctuations in wave breaking or gradients in the radiation stress. Edge waves, within the 
infragravity band, propagate parallel to the shoreline and decrease in energy offshore on a planar 
beach. A single edge wave can generate a linear bar system with length scales consistent with the 
infragravity flows (Bowen, 1980). Once the bar system is developed, edge waves may become 
trapped over the crest of the offshore bar. Therefore, the profile determines the formation and 
persistence of edge waves. An accurate depiction of the beach profile is required for modeling 
edge wave behavior. 
1.2.2 Sediment transport 
Sediment transport is driven by several mechanisms including wave flows, mean flows, 
wave asymmetry, and down slope gravitational movement (Bagnold, 1963; Bowen, 1980). It is 
the balance of these mechanisms that yields observed profiles and morphology. 
To understand sediment transport, attempts have been made to sample sediment fluxes 
directly, which has presented a difficult sampling problem. On the other hand, natural 
equilibrium beach profiles are assumed to have a balance between the various transport 
mechanisms. Thus it is expected that by sampling profiles under a range of conditions and at a 
variety of sites, we may indirectly learn about the dynamics of the components of transport 
mechanisms. 
In environments where local transport mechanisms alternate, uniform sandbars and 
troughs may develop (Thornton et al., 1996; Plant, 1998). However, net transport driven by mean 
currents may counteract localized transport to produce three-dimensional morphology. The 
intimate connection of fluid dynamics and the underlying morphology requires ongoing research. 
Sediment transport is dependent on the variation of fluid motions and bottom slopes. As 
transport changes the morphology, the morphology will then alter transport patterns (Plant, 1998). 
On seasonal, annual, inter-annual, and decadal scales (of societal interest), morphologic feedback 
is inevitable. Feedback is associated with the complexity and chaos of the nearshore system. In 
fact, the complexity of the bathymetry itself is a result of morphologic feedback mechanisms. It 
was demonstrated that morphologic feedback plays an important role in sand bar response to local 7 
hydrodynamic conditions (Plant, 1998). Temporal changes in the bathymetry at Duck, NC 
correlated to transport patterns across the profile with a dependence on the presence and position 
of an outer bar. Similarly it was concluded that the cyclic behavior of growth, migration, and 
decay of the bar system on the Dutch coast contains strong morphologic feedback (Wijnberg, 
1995). 
1.2.3 The importance of bathymetry to coastal engineering 
The "depth of closure" is an empirical measure of the seaward limit of significant 
sediment transport used for engineering applications (Nicholls and Birkemeier, 1997). Thus the 
depth of closure divides the sub-aqueous beach into the active zone of the nearshore and a 
relatively inactive offshore. The concept of closure does not imply that sediment is absolutely 
inactive in the offshore, simply that the change beyond the depth of closure is negligible for the 
desired application. Measurement of depth of closure is also limited by the accuracy of current 
surveying technology. 
Hallermeier (1981) developed an analytical approach to depict the depth of closure as a 
function of profile change due to the annual wave climate. Based on this definition, a depth of 
closure of 8.2 m was calculated for the California coast and corresponded well to field 
measurements (Aubrey et al., 1980). 
The measurement of depth of closure requires nearshore bathymetric surveys over 
relatively long time scales. It is located by the landward limit of the envelope of variation of the 
nearshore profiles. This implies that waves may shoal at this depth but do not affect the bottom 
and will rarely break. As a result, the depth of closure is used as the seaward limit for the 
placement of wave gauges, providing an accurate measure of wave heights. 
Depth of closure is also used in a range of engineering applications. A sediment budget 
is constructed to estimate the net loss or gain of sediment from a littoral cell for application in the 
design of coastal protection solutions. The offshore limit of budget calculations is set at the depth 
of closure. For example, material for beach nourishment should be placed landward of the depth 
of closure to ensure inclusion of the fill in the annual sediment budget. Conversely marine 8 
borrow or disposal sites should be located seaward of this depth to prevent disturbance of the 
nearshore sediment budget or contamination of active sediments. 
In addition, this concept is an important design parameter of coastal structures. In some 
cases coastal structures such as jetties and breakwaters can redefine the depth of closure by 
attenuating wave energy and preventing sediment transport. 
Coastal protection structures are commonly used to confine nearshore sediment transport. 
Groins serve as artificial barriers to prevent the loss of sediment from longshore transport. 
Seawalls and revetments create a hardened barrier against cross-shore transport to decrease 
erosion rates of the shoreline. The alteration of sediment transport patterns by structures will 
significantly affect the nearshore bathymetry (Griggs et a/.1994). The measurement of nearshore 
bathymetry is not only important to define design parameters for coastal structures, but to monitor 
their affects on nearshore sediment circulation. 
1.2.4 Coastal change 
The dynamic nature of the coastline is a product of hydrodynamic forcing through the 
ever-changing wave field and responding sediment transport mechanisms. The shoreline is the 
primary feature used to measure the changing position of the coastline. Although the shoreline is 
generally measured at the mean high water contour on the sub-aerial beach, inclusion of the sub­
aqueous profile yields a more complete depiction of the coastal zone. The comparison of beach 
profiles measured over time provides an understanding of coastal change at a single cross-shore 
location (i.e. erosion and accretion). In three dimensions, bathymetric change analysis can 
quantify the overall nearshore planform. Bathymetric data can be used to not only describe what 
has occurred in the past, but to predict the future via numerical shoreline change models. With 
detailed profile surveys more accurate and repeatable estimates can be derived. Coastal change 
information is essential in the planning for the development and protection of the coast. 9 
1.3 Thesis goals and outline 
The major goals of this thesis are to (1) introduce and evaluate the accuracy of a new 
technique to measure nearshore bathymetry, (2) demonstrate the application of this method to a 
regional monitoring program, and (3) suggest the possibilities for future application and 
improvement of the technique. 
In Chapter II, Development and Accuracy of the Coastal Profiling System, the new 
technique to survey nearshore bathymetry is described. An overview of the system and its 
components provides an understanding of the design and operation of this technology for 
surveying purposes. The field testing and accuracy of the system is compared to current 
technology. The chapter concludes with the benefits, limitations, and recommendations for the 
future usage of the Coastal Profiling System. Chapter III, Application of the Coastal Profiling 
System to Regional Coastal Monitoring is a discussion of the application of the Coastal 
Profiling System to a large scale regional morphology monitoring program in Washington and 
Oregon. This study is aimed at determining the temporal and spatial scales of profile evolution of 
high energy dissipative beaches along the Columbia River littoral cell. A discussion of existing 
long term data sets is provided for comparison of different hydrodynamic and morphologic 
environments. A brief look at depths of closure, sediment volume changes, and modeling efforts 
provides a framework for future work. In conclusion, Chapters IV & V summarize the usability 
of the Coastal Profiling System based on beach type, wave climate, and application. 
Recommendations are made to modify the technique and produce the next generation of the 
system. 10 
CHAPTER II DEVELOPMENT AND ACCURACY OF THE COASTAL PROFILING SYSTEM 
II.1 Introduction 
Bathymetric surveys and nearshore profiles are direct measures of the boundary 
conditions for fluid motions, sediment transport mechanisms, and shoreline change. However, 
the conclusions drawn from the comparison of repeated profiles are often limited by the 
surveying accuracy. This chapter describes the development of a nearshore surveying system, 
called the Coastal Profiling System (CPS), that is designed to increase both the resolution and 
availability of nearshore profile data in coastal research. The system was designed to measure 
nearshore bathymetry in order to depict medium to large scale features. The CPS is portable and 
efficient, allowing for surveying over a range of temporal and spatial scales. The method can be 
used on beach types from reflective to dissipative, in waves up to 3 m in height and at depths of 
1-15 m. 
11.1.1 Applications of the beach profile 
The beach profile is a record of morphologic and hydrodynamic conditions. The 
measurement of bed forms on small and large scales can indicate the dominant direction of 
sediment transport and the magnitude and direction of prevailing fluid motions. Bathymetric 
surveys have been used to detect sediment exchange between the inner continental shelf, 
nearshore, and beach to better understand sedimentation cycles and patterns (Aubrey, 1979). 
Nearshore bathymetry is also a baseline for the monitoring of coastal evolution. Accretion and 
erosion are estimated through changes in elevation of the profile from sub-aerial and sub-aqueous 
surveys measured over time. Ideally, predictions of future recession rates can be assessed based 
on the patterns seen from historical profiles. In addition, modeling efforts have been historically 
limited by the need for accurate nearshore bathymetric data. 11 
11.1.2 Accuracy requirements of a bathymetric sampling system 
The goal of nearshore surveying is to collect data at a specified resolution and speed 
while minimizing the likelihood of possible errors. As a general rule the US Army Corp of 
Engineers suggests that all bathymetric surveys be collected with an estimated root mean square 
(rms) vertical accuracy of + 5 cm (Gorman et al., 1998; Headquarters, USACE, 1994). In 
comparison the International Hydrographic Organization Standards requires a 90% probability 
that the errors in depth measurements do not exceed 30 cm for surveys in less than 30 meter water 
depth (Gibeaut et al., 1998; IHO, 1987). Thus, estimated vertical measurements should be within 
10% of the maximum water depth being measured (i.e. 10 cm for 1-10 m depths). These 
accuracy standards are rarely achieved with nearshore bathymetric measurements. 
The accuracy requirements for a bathymetric surveying system depend on the application 
of the data. In general, coastal applications require more precise nearshore bathymetry than 
commonly used (Aubrey et al., 1980; Plant and Holman, 1997). The prediction of erosional and 
accretionary trends from beach elevation and shoreline changes are calculated at a single contour 
interval over time. Therefore, a mean bias of a survey system would be removed in a comparison 
of surveys, but errors in consistency of repeating measurements could affect these comparisons. 
Many fluids problems depend only on the beach slope that can be estimated from measurements 
with a significant mean bias. Sediment budget calculations (Birkemeier, 1985; Gibeaut et al., 
1998; Gorman et al., 1998) and the understanding of wave breaking (Aubrey, 1979; Hallermeier, 
1981; Sallenger et al., 1983; Thornton et al., 1996) are sensitive to details of the bathymetry and 
can be influenced by bias and rms errors of a few centimeters. In each case, the vertical and 
horizontal scales of the morphology of interest dictate the required level of surveying accuracy. 
Coastlines, rarely straight or smooth in curvature, are complicated by features of a variety 
of height and length scales. Large scale morphology of the nearshore zone, including sand bars, 
have amplitudes 0 (1 m) and may extend for several kilometers in the longshore. Rhythmic 
features such as crescentic bars and beach cusps with similar amplitudes tend to have shorter 
length scales 0 (10-100 m) (Komar, 1998). Smaller scale bedforms, such as megaripples, exhibit 
length scales 0 (1-5 m) and amplitudes of 0 (0.1-0.5 m) (Gallagher et al., 1998). 
In addition to the range of horizontal length scales, there is a gradient in the vertical 
changes observed in the morphology moving across the beach profile. Comparison of subsequent 12 
beach profiles feature vertical changes in the beach and the nearshore 0 (1 m), decreasing 
offshore to 0 (10 cm) on the inner shelf. As a result, surveys most accurately resolve large scale 
features that are close to shore. In contrast, small scale features and slowly varying offshore 
morphology are more difficult to measure with confidence. Many surveying methods are 
accurate enough to measure sand bar migration, but can not accurately depict smaller scale 
bedforms such as megaripples. 
Measurable morphologic changes occur over a variety of time scales. The shoreline, or 
some sub-aerial beach contour, generally varies over weeks to months (Aubrey et al., 1980; 
Bascom, 1954; Wright et al., 1985). However, smaller amplitude features can migrate over 
minutes (Gallagher et al., 1998; Jette and Hanes, 1997). Since cross-shore profiles are intended 
to be snap shots of present conditions, and over time are used to quantify nearshore variability, 
profile measurements must be synoptic with respect to natural rates of change. For example, the 
rate of bar migration has been measured up to 2 m/hr during storms in Duck, NC requiring daily 
bathymetric surveys to resolve rates of sediment transport (Birkemeier, 1985). As a result, the 
speed of operation of a bathymetric survey and the sampling frequency are dictated by the time 
scales of interest. 
11.1.3 Historical data collection techniques 
Beach profiles measured by traditional land surveying techniques usually extend to 
wading depths within the surf zone, but can occasionally be pushed to deeper depths through 
swimming techniques. However, the precision of stadia surveys decreases rapidly as the rod 
holder enters the breaking waves and deeper water. Often, a discontinuous sub-aqueous profile 
can be obtained by coupling swash zone data with an offshore survey technique (section 11.1.3.2). 
However, few methods have been able to continuously survey through an active surf zone. To 
address the need for continuous profiles several specialized vehicles and techniques have been 
developed in the last 50 years (sections 11.1.3.1, 11.1.3.3, 11.1.3.4). In addition, remote sensing 
techniques are being employed to obtain bathymetric measurements (section 11.1.3.5). 13 
11.1.3.1 Duckw 
One of the earliest known systems to obtain continuous beach profiles was associated 
with the Wave Project, commonly referred to as "Wave Observations and Beach Surveys 
(WOBS)," conducted by the Department of Engineering, University of California Berkeley in 
conjunction with the U.S. Navy (Bascom and McAdam, 1946). A 32 ft U.S. Army amphibious 
landing craft, known as the Duckw (Figure II.1) was used to obtain profiles extending to water 
depths exceeding 15 m (50 feet) at high tide along the US west coast in the 1940s (Komar, 1978). 
Cross-shore transects were sampled by the Duckw using visually sighted range markers. Depth 
measurements were made by lead sounding, while a transit onshore sighted the angle of the 
splash of the lead line relative to a shore parallel base-line on land. The position of the watercraft 
was determined using the measured angle through triangulation. Cross-shore sample spacing was 
approximately 9.75 m (65 ft). The stage of the tide was calculated and removed from the 
measurements to reduce the elevations to Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW) (Bascom and 
McAdam, 1946). In addition to the obvious inaccuracies of timing the measurements and errors 
in visual recording, this procedure had many other shortcomings: The operation of the Duckw 
was limited to conditions of less than 2 m significant wave height. The incident wave angle and 
littoral currents introduced errors in boat position. The boat traveled at higher speeds crossing 
features such as sand bars, making the sampling more sparse. Waves affected the positioning of 
the vehicle, and set up induced errors in calculating the tidal stage and thus the depth estimations. 
At some locations additional depth measurements were recorded using an echo-sounder to check 
the accuracy of the lead-line method. Although, the lead line soundings did not pick up the 
details of the sand bar morphology, depth measurements were fairly consistent with echo-sounder 
measurements to almost 10 m depth. The maximum difference between the two techniques was 
0 (1m) at depths greater than 6 m (MLLW) (Kraus et al., 1996). 14 
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Figure 11.1 (A) The Duckw amphibious landing craft used to survey continuous beach profiles on 
the California, Oregon, and Washington coasts. (B) As the Duckw drove through the surf zone, 
depth was measured by lead line soundings. (from Bascom and McAdam, 1947). 15 
11.1.3.2 Boat based echo-sounders 
An improvement over the Duckw system was to measure depth with an echo-sounder and 
horizontal location with a radio-positioning system such as the Electronic Total-Station 
instrument (ETS) or the Global Positioning System (GPS). As with the Duckw, the use of an 
echo-sounder requires the estimation of the tidal elevation to determine the current still water 
level, which can then be referenced to a tidal datum such as MLLW. Depth data and water-level 
measurements can then be combined to determine the vertical position of the ocean bottom 
relative to the datum. 
In 1984, the US Army Corp of Engineers (USACE) compared the accuracy and 
limitations of four nearshore surveying systems (Clausner et al., 1986). Boat based echo-
sounders, sea sleds (section 11.1.3.3), and the hydrostatic profiler (not addressed here) were 
evaluated against the accuracy of the fourth system, the Coastal Research Amphibious Buggy 
(CRAB, discussed in section 11.1.3.4). The boat based echo-sounder system used for these 
surveys was the Beaufort survey vessel equipped with an analog fathometer from the US Army 
Engineering district, Wilmington, DE. It was susceptible to vertical errors of up to 0.25 m (0.83 
ft) at the deepest point of the profile and as much as 30 cm (1 ft) in repeatability errors. Sampling 
at a rate of 0.5 Hz, a profile of 600 m in length required approximately 15 minutes to survey. 
The tests revealed that the hull mount of the transducer lead to errors induced by the 
boat's movement. The squat of a vessel can change a depth recording by 0.06 m (0.2 ft) or more 
(Clausner et al., 1986). By taking synoptic measurements and eliminating the need for measuring 
the still water level, errors due to waves, tides, set-up, and vertical boat motion can be reduced. 
The HARBSS (high-accuracy, high-resolution bathymetric surveying system) was developed at 
the University of Texas in 1997 to increase the resolution and speed of echo-sounder surveys. 
This system addresses the concerns of wave and tidal influences by mounting a GPS antenna and 
echo-sounder transducer along the same vertical axis (Gibeaut et al., 1998). The three 
dimensional position of the boat is measured with differential GPS and is combined with the 
echo-sounder depth recording to produce bathymetry. The system also utilizes an electronic 
motion sensor to correct for the pitch and roll of the boat. Although the HARBSS greatly 
increased the speed and accuracy of the boat based echo-sounder system, the nearshore zone 
continues to be a problem even in the smallest of boats. As a result, gaps in the profile data are 
commonly found across the surf zone. 16 
11.1.3.3 Sea sleds 
The use of a vehicle that has contact with the bottom is another means to eliminate the 
need to estimate the still water level. The sea sled survey platform of the Coastal Engineering 
Research Center (CERC) is pulled offshore by a water vehicle and onshore by a truck and pulley 
system. The sled has a tall mast with two reflecting prisms for use with an ETS to provide 
readings of horizontal and vertical position and a measurement of tilt. A continuous profile with 
a survey sled can extend into 9 m water depth depending on wave conditions and mast height. 
Data points are collected every 0.25 m along the profile (Clausner et al., 1986). The accuracy of 
the ETS sea sled configuration is ± 0.3 cm in the vertical and ±2.0 cm in the horizontal 
(Birkemeier and Mason, 1984). Sea sleds have been found to be stable in the surf zone in waves 
under 1 m in height, and are limited to the conditions within which the boat pulling the sled can 
operate. During field tests at Duck, NC, the CERC sea sled required 25 minutes to survey a 600 
m long cross-shore profile. The 6 m length of the runners limits the resolution of bathymetry 
obtained with the sea sled. Measurements are averaged over the length of the runners of the sled 
and can not resolve small bedforms. Sea sleds can not be pulled up steep slopes, such as a swash 
step or the landward face of a sand bar after a storm. Other substrates such as sea grass 
communities and rock or coral reefs would also preclude the use of sea sleds for surveying. 
11.1.3.4 Coastal Research Amphibious Buggy 
The Coastal Research Amphibious Buggy (CRAB), built in 1978 by the U.S. Army Corp 
of Engineers (USACE) and operated at the Field Research Facility (FRF) since 1980, has been 
accepted as the most accurate nearshore survey vehicle to date. It is used as the standard by 
which to compare other nearshore surveying techniques. The CRAB is a 10.6 m high tripod with 
hydraulic wheels powered by a Volkswagen engine (Figure 11.2). This unique vehicle provides a 
stable platform for collection of accurate bathymetric data. Surveys are conducted out to water 
depths of 8 m and in wave heights up to 2 m. It takes up to 35 minutes to complete a 500 m long 
profile and re-position to begin the next line. The initial design of the CRAB utilized a Zeiss 
Elta-2 electronic total station for positioning and displayed errors of ± 2.5 cm or less in the 
vertical (Birkemeier and Mason, 1984; Clausner et al., 1986). Over a series of 5 repetitive 
surveys in 1984, the mean vertical range in elevation was ± 5.5 cm ( ±0.18 ft). Currently, a 
Trimble Differential GPS is used for positioning which has a published manufacturer's error of 2 17 
cm in the vertical. The use of the DGPS has made the CRAB more consistent, however the 
standard accuracy of measurements is still quoted as 2-3 cm (personal communication with W. 
Birkemeier, 1998). The GPS survey equipment has increased the density of measurements and 
decreased the survey time of the CRAB to 15-20 minutes for a 600 m long profile depending on 
wave conditions. 
Although it is the most reliable system to date the CRAB is limited to usage at the Field 
Research Facility in Duck, North Carolina, USA due to the size and weight of the vehicle. The 
Netherlands National Institute for Coastal and Marine Management replicated the CRAB in 1996. 
The Water and Beach Profiler (Water En Stand Profiler, WESP) utilizes the same GPS 
technology as the CRAB to provide nearshore profiles for long term monitoring of the Dutch 
coast (more information available about WESP via the World Wide Web at 
www.geog.uu.nl/fg/wesp.html). 
11.1.3.5 Remote Sensing Techniques 
With the increasing refinement of electronics and radar, advanced remote sensing 
techniques are becoming more common. The US Army Corps of Engineers use LIDAR (light 
detection and ranging) in their Scanning Hydrographic Operational Airborne LIDAR Survey 
(SHOALS) helicopter to estimate water depth (Lillycrop et al., 1996; Gibeaut et al., 1998). 
SHOALS has a horizontal accuracy of 3 m and a vertical accuracy of 15 cm. 
Video imagery is used widely through the Argus system to detect the spatial and temporal 
variability of large-scale coastal morphology (Lippmann and Holman, 1990). This stationary 
technique has recently been extrapolated to an aerial video system detecting the horizontal length 
scales of sand bars with a 5 m resolution (Worley et al., 1997). Using the phase speed of 
incoming waves estimated from time series of video images, Stockdon (1997) found that cross-
shore profiles can be estimated to within 34% of the true depth. This technique is being applied 
to study several beaches of the US coast. 18 
Figure 11.2 The Coastal Research Amphibious Buggy (CRAB) is the most accurate and consistent 
method for surveying nearshore bathymetry. The CRAB is owned and operated by the USACE 
Field Research Facility in Duck, NC. (photograph courtesy of the USACE FRF) 19 
On a larger scale, hyperspectral data are being applied to map water color into depth in 
coastal regions (Chrien et al., 1990). Initial results demonstrate that in shallow water (<3 m) the 
vertical rms error compared to sounding data is 0.82 m. Remote sensing techniques are 
continually being developed for application to the coastal environment, but at this time still have 
relatively large vertical errors. 
11.1.3.6 Costs 
Although surveying systems vary in accuracy, equipment and operational costs are also typically 
a limiting factor. The cost of using the Duckw in the WOBS project is unknown, but the large 
crew, operation of vehicles, and additional data acquisition techniques indicates it was an 
expensive expedition. Estimated equipment costs for four of the major surveying systems 
mentioned above are listed in Table II.1. Operation costs are not listed and will depend on the 
number of crew members and survey time. Although the sea sled appears to be less costly than 
other ground based surveying methods, the survey procedure requires a crew of three to four, a 
land based and a water based vehicle. In contrast, the CRAB can be operated by a single person 
with no additional equipment. Initial equipment cost is only one factor involved in the total 
expense of a nearshore survey campaign. 
Table III The equipment cost for four popular nearshore 
bathymetry estimation techniques. 
Survey System  Equipment cost 
Boat based echo-sounder  $100,000 
Sea Sled with ETS  $43,000 $45,000 
CRAB  $115,000 $145,000 
Argus video system  $15,000 20 
11.2 The Coastal Profiling System 
The Coastal Profiling System (CPS) developed by Beach et al. (1996) at Oregon State 
University was designed to improve three limitations of the previously discussed systems: 
1.	  Increase the ability to survey in shallow water and overlap with sub-aerial beach profiles, 
closing the data gap within the surf zone. 
2.	  Improve the efficiency and accuracy of echo-sounder surveys to a margin of error of 10 cm, 
while decreasing the limitations imposed by weather conditions. 
3.	  Increase the mobility of the system such that it can be easily transported to field investigation 
locations. 
Combining the high accuracy positioning of a Differential Global Positioning System 
(DGPS), the efficiency of an acoustic echo-sounder, and the mobility of a personal watercraft, the 
CPS provides a fast and accurate method to obtain sub-aqueous profiles (Figure 11.3). The GPS 
gives an accurate position of the water level as it changes during the course of the survey and the 
echo-sounder detects the depth relative to the bottom of the vessel. The combination of these 
instruments eliminates the need for estimation of the still water level. In addition, this co­
collection of depth and position data minimizes the concerns for squat and heave of the boat due 
to wave motions. The possible effects of roll and pitch will be discussed later. The use of a 
personal watercraft decreases the draft required for the boat in a traditional echo-sounder survey, 
allowing coverage of areas of the surf zone that were previously impossible. The system is 
designed for maneuverability to survey in higher energy wave conditions than other techniques. 
The entire Coastal Profiling System can be easily transported, deployed and recovered by a small 
crew. 
The survey equipment is integrated in a Yamaha Waverunner III, a highly maneuverable, 
non-swampable water craft. The Waverunner, with a 2 cycle, 62 horsepower engine, has enough 
power to out run a breaking wave. The size and weight of the watercraft provides sufficient 
stability and is designed to roll upright and stop operating in the event of an overturning. With a 
length of 3 m and width of 1.1 m the boat can remain in the trough of a wave, avoiding the 
surfing effect, and maintaining an even keel. Operation of the boat is limited to depths greater 
than 1 m to avoid sediment intake through the jet propulsion system. Initially, the transducer of 
the echo-sounder was mounted at the lowest point of the hull in the center of the boat (position 1), 21 
but later was moved to be horizontally aligned with the GPS antenna (position 2, Figure 11.4). 
The DGPS antenna is mounted approximately in the center line of the boat on a vertical shaft at 
the stern of the Waverunner (Figure 11.4). 
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Figure 11.3 The Coastal Profiling system has three components; a GPS base station with radio 
transmitter on land, the water-based survey platform, and the space vehicles utilized by the GPS. 22 
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Figure 11.4 The survey platform for the Coastal Profiling System is composed of the Yamaha 
Waverunner III equipped with RTK-DGPS, echo-sounder, and onboard electronics. The 
transducer of the echo-sounder was initially mounted in position 1, but later moved to position 2. 
11.2.1 Global Positioning System 
The Coastal Profiling System utilizes a Real Time Kinematic Differential Global 
Positioning System (RTK-DGPS). The RTK-DGPS system has three components, land-based, 
water-based, and space vehicles, as seen in Figure 11.3. The land-based reference station is 
typically located over a known point and has a GPS base station receiver, a GPS base antenna, 
and a high-powered base station radio with a whip antenna. Onboard the Waverunner, a mobile 
GPS receiver, GPS antenna, radio, and whip antenna comprise the water-based component of the 
system. 23 
The base station and mobile receivers simultaneously collect range measurements from a 
common set of satellites. The base station compares the position obtained from the satellite 
transmission to the input position of the known point. Corrections, computed based on the 
difference between the known and measured position of the base station, are transmitted to the 
roving receiver on the watercraft in real time by the base station radio. By adjusting the depths 
converted from satellite range measurements, the inherent error 0 (100m) incorporated into GPS 
measurements by the U.S. Department of Commerce for national security reasons may be 
corrected. For the Coastal Profiling System, a Trimble RTK-DGPS system (4000 series) is 
operated in 5 Hz mode, and has a published manufacturer's error of approximately 2 cm in both 
the horizontal and the vertical. 
11.2.2 Echo-sounder 
To estimate depth, an acoustic echo-sounder measures the time between the initiation of a 
sound pulse that propagates through the water and the return of the signal that is reflected back by 
the seafloor. For most bathymetric surveys it is desirable to use a directionally spread echo-
sounder, rather than a single point beam to remove sensitivities to boat attitude. The shallowest 
depth within the beam is recorded. The Coastal Profiling System is equipped with the Meridata 
MD 100 fan beam acoustic echo-sounder. The system has a beam angle of 12.5°, an operating 
frequency of 200 kHz and a sampling rate of 1 Hz. The instrument is capable of measuring 
depths in the range of 1-180 m, with a resolution of 0.1 m published by the manufacturer. 
Variations in temperature and salinity within the ocean environment affect the speed of 
sound in the water column, and have been sited as a potential source of error in previous surveys 
(Clausner et al., 1986; Gibeaut et al., 1998). The MD 100 echo-sounder can be calibrated for 
sound velocities in the range of 1350-1650 m/sec and can be set precisely for each survey. As an 
alternate approach, an average value of 1450 rn/sec was used during all survey data collection. 
Results were post-calibrated for site specific temperature and salinity data as discussed in section 
11.3.1.3. 24 
11.2.3 Onboard Computer 
Data from the CPS are collected and stored in an onboard computer system with a 
daylight-readable LCD, providing the Waverunner driver with valuable GPS status and depth 
information. The computer was designed and built by John Stanley at the Coastal Imaging Lab, 
of the College of Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences, Oregon State University. The computer 
operates from a 12 volt battery and is stored in a watertight box in the seat compartment of the 
Waverunner, along with the GPS receiver and radio. The ASCII data from the echo-sounder and 
the GPS are managed independently, but both are marked with a time stamp by the computer and 
stored on a 32 MB PCMCIA card in 2 streams of information. The speed of travel of the boat is 
also stored by the computer and displayed on the LCD. 
11.2.4 Operation procedures 
Although operation procedures of the Coastal Profiling System have varied slightly 
during field tests and experiments, the system operates most effectively when collecting cross-
shore profiles. The system is initialized on the dry beach and records data continuously until it is 
removed from the water and powered down at the end of the survey. Through visual alignment of 
sight markers on the beach the CPS operator drives shore perpendicular at a speed of 
approximately 3 m/sec (6 knots) continuously collecting GPS and echo-sounder data. As the 
Waverunner drives towards the shoreline it's speed is slower than the swell and individual waves 
propagate through the boat. As the boat approaches the surf zone it's speed is increased to follow 
the trough of a single wave until a nominal depth of approximately 1 m is reached, at which point 
the boat turns and drives offshore. This cross-shore operation procedure minimizes roll and pitch 
of the boat as the waves increase in height. The CPS surveys are conducted near the time of high 
tide to extend the landward limit of profile measurements. 25 
II.2.5 Overall cost and additional support technology 
The total cost for the electronics and surveying platform of the Coastal Profiling System 
was approximately $90,000. A great deal of time and energy was put into building the Coastal 
Profiling System by the research staff of the Coastal Imaging Lab at Oregon State University. 
The research and development expenses are not included in the overall cost of the system. The 
RTK-DGPS technology, estimated to be $67,500, comprises over 75% of the total cost. 
Several pieces of support technology are required for mobility and safe operation during 
field surveys. The system is transported by a 4WD truck with a trailer and deployed from the 
beach on four-wheeled buoyant carts. The Waverunner and operators are equipped with US 
Coast Guard regulation safety devices such as flotation, flares, and tow lines. Voice activated 
communication radios are worn by the vehicle operators with an additional handheld radio 
onboard to ensure the ability to maintain contact with radio support staff on shore. The spotter on 
shore also maintained visual contact with the operator through binoculars. These items add 
approximately $5,000 to the overall cost of the system. It should also be noted that a second 
Yamaha Waverunner III was operated at all times to ensure the safety of the operator of the 
survey vehicle. The maintenance and daily operation costs of the CPS is very low compared to 
development costs, and includes personnel, batteries, fuel, oil, and engine maintenance. 
Table 11.2 A breakdown of the initial expenditures required for the 
equipment of the Coastal Profiling System. 
Equipment (date of purchase)  Cost 
Yamaha Waverunner III (1995)  $5,000 
Trimble GPS survey system (1994)  $63,500 
Pacific Crest radios (1998)  $4,000 
Meridata echo-sounder (1995)  $1,500 
Onboard computer (1995)  $500 
Support technology (1995-1998)  $5,000 
TOTAL  $89,500 26 
11.3 Field Tests 
The Coastal Profiling System was first tested for nearshore surveying in 1996 at Agate 
Beach, Oregon in waves exceeding 3 m in height. The test were successful in proving the 
concept and identifying some areas for improvement. After the initial field trials, the primary test 
of the system took place in October 1997 at the Sandy Duck '97 field experiment at the USACE 
Field Research Facility (FRF) in Duck, North Carolina. Error analysis and accuracy estimation 
for the CPS is presented utilizing these results. Beginning in 1998, a survey campaign on the 
Oregon and Washington coasts provided further insight into the strengths and limitations of the 
system. While no ground truth data were available for those tests, the extensive survey campaign 
allowed for an analysis of the effects that wave climate and other factors have on data quality. 
Before discussing the individual experiments, general data analysis techniques are addressed. 
11.3.1 Signal Processing 
The GPS and echo-sounder on the Coastal Profiling System sample at different rates and 
are recorded separately. The GPS positional data, sampled at 5 Hz, are interpolated to the more 
sparsely sampled echo-sounder data collected at 1 Hz. These sampling frequencies with a typical 
boat speed of 3 m/s result in an average cross-shore sample interval of 3 m. A cubic spline 
interpolation uses a piece-wise polynomial fit to obtain the GPS coordinates for the echo-sounder 
depth at a specified location and time. The z component (elevation) of both data streams, zgps 
and hsonar respectively (Figure 11.5), are subtracted to obtain the depth of the seafloor, h, as in 
equation 1. The additional components of h, Az and Ax tan 2 are correction factors. The fixed 
distance Az accounts for the vertical difference between the echo-sounder transducer and GPS 
antenna. However, with the echo-sounder is position 1 at a fixed horizontal offset of Ax , a tilt of 
the boat by angle 2, will create an additional vertical displacement of Ax tan 2 .  The data are 
transformed from WGS84, the default coordinate system of the GPS, to a land based vertical 
datum of z = 0, NGVD29 or NAVD88 (labeled as NGVD in Figure 11.5). 
Ax tan Z  (1) h = Zgps  AZ + konar 27 
Z = 0 (WGS84) 
Figure II.5 The Coastal Profiling System records vertical elevations relative to the WGS84 and is 
then converted to a land based vertical datum in meters. The vertical component of bathymetry 
combines several variables as indicated here. 
11.3.1.1 Depth resolution 
A major signal processing consideration for older nearshore bathymetric survey 
techniques was the removal of waves and tides. However, the need to estimate the tidal elevation 
of the water surface, zude, is eliminated by the co-collection of depth data and an accurate GPS 
vertical position. Still, the presence of waves can corrupt bathymetric measurements. 
Ideally hconar would contain an exact depiction of the water surface and the GPS signal, 
zgps would contain the exact reflection of hsona, . As a result, with rapid sampling the depth h 
would not contain the influence of waves. However, the sampling is not ideal, partly due to the 28 
different averaging times required by the echo-sounder and GPS systems. For steep and 
complicated waves the water surface may not be well sampled. 
The cross-shore operation procedure of the CPS attempts to minimize roll and pitch of 
the boat as the waves increase in height. As the Waverunner heads offshore through the surf zone 
against the direction of the breaking waves, the water surface is usually more poorly depicted. As 
the boat continues offshore, beyond the steep shoaling waves the data improves. However, there 
is still greater inaccuracy in the modeling of the water surface than is observed for landward 
transects due to the number of waves crossing the boat's trajectory. The removal of the variation 
in the water surface is better achieved for profiles measured while driving with the waves heading 
towards shore. Therefore, only the data taken by the CPS while driving onshore is used to 
estimate accuracy. 
During the Sandy Duck '97 field experiment the GPS antenna was not co-located with the 
transducer of the echo-sounder (indicated as position 1 in Figure 11.4). The horizontal difference 
between the echo-sounder and GPS antenna was measured to be Ax = 1.14 m. 
x = x Ax gps  (2) 
Since a measurement for the angle i was not available, the vertical component of tilt, Ax tan z 
(eq.1) was set equal to zero. The horizontal GPS position is linearly adjusted to the horizontal 
position of the echo-sounder, providing measurements from the same position on the boat. All 
data collected with the CPS is vertically adjusted by the measured offset of Az=0.85 m between 
the antenna and the transducer in position 1 and 2. 
11.3.1.2 Profile smoothing 
Vertical scatter of the depth readings can be introduced in several ways. The onshore 
data is separated from the full record to produce beach profiles for every cross-shore transect 
driven. False targets such as bubbles or sediment clouds yield signals that clearly appear as 
outlyers. If the echo-sounder is unable to achieve a reading, a blanking interval of 0-0.6 m is 
recorded. Since we only expect to measure depths of 1 m or less the following methods are used 
to remove these data points. 29 
As a first order comparison, data points at least 1.75 m above a linear regression through 
the raw data are removed. The regression only removes data that are shallower than the regressed 
line and fall in the blanking interval range of the echo-sounder. On a second pass through the 
data a differencing filter is run to remove any additional points that lie more than 50 cm vertically 
from their neighbors. Manual intervention is occasionally required to ensure profile end points 
and data gaps are handled accurately. This process results in a decrease in the density of the data 
by an average of 15 %. A ten point median filter is used to smooth remaining amounts of high 
frequency noise. 
In Figure 11.6, three examples of raw data quality demonstrate the types of depth 
inaccuracies that may occur. Ideally, all bad points are recorded at the 0-0.6 m blanking interval 
and in extreme circumstances 35-45 % of the data is removed decreasing the cross-shore sample 
spacing to 5-6 m (Figure II.6c). Shoaling waves over cross-shore gradients in bathymetry may 
occasionally deliver inaccurate measurements through changes in boat speed (Figure II.6b). 
However, attenuation of the echo-sounder signal can result in bad data points recorded at a range 
of depths (Figure II.6a). 
11.3.1.3 Calibration for speed of sound 
In general the speed of sound in water is a function of pressure (depth), temperature, and 
salinity. However, in the top few hundred meters temperature changes are large with respect to 
the other variables and is the dominant factor affecting the speed of sound wave propagation. 
In order to calibrate the depth measurements recorded by the echo sounder, the velocity of sound 
was calculated for each survey using local or regional temperature and salinity data collected on 
the day of the survey. The speed of sound calibration uses the UNESCO (1982) algorithm as 
shown below for the computation of the speed of sound in seawater U (S, T, p) and is based on 
the internationally accepted equation of state for seawater. 
U(S,T, p) = C,,(T ,p)+ A(T, p)S + B(T, p) sY2 + D(T,p) s2  (3) 
The speed of sound is a function of salinity, S in psu, local temperature, Tin degrees Celsius, and 
pressure, p in decibels. This equation in the condensed format is slightly misleading as the 30 
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Figure 11.6 Scatter of the raw data (solid circles and pluses) is improved by removing obvious 
outlying points (solid circles) that occur due to attenuation of the echo-sounder signal. The good 
data (pluses) is then smoothed with a median filter removing remaining noise (light gray line). 31 
expansion of c (T, p) ,  A(T , p) ,  B(T  , p) ,  and D(T , p) incorporate the zero to fifth order 
temperature and pressure terms and the more than 70 constants that affect the calculation. 
The speed of sound was set at a constant velocity of 1450 m/sec during data collection for 
all surveys. By multiplying the depth, h from equation 1 by the ratio of the calculated speed of 
sound, U, to the constant value, a corrected depth measurement, h, is obtained. 
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Figure II .7 The mean temperature and salinity over 1-9 m depths provides an accurate 
representation of the speed of sound for depths less than 10 m at Duck, NC. Utilizing 
this mean speed of sound yields a depth correction that has an accuracy of less than 1 cm 
with a 95% probability depicted as error bars about the mean. 32 
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Figure 11.8 The original depth has been calibrated for the speed of sound data indicated 
by solid and open circles respectively. At the deepest extent of the profile, the correction 
can account for up to 30 cm errors. 
(tI )* h =  (4) /1450 he 
In this relationship it is assumed that the temperature and salinity are essentially constant 
over the depths of interest (1-12 m). Based on Figure 11.7 showing a negligible error associated 
with using a mean value for temperature and salinity, this assumption can be made with a 95% 
level of confidence. Since the correction is in the form of a ratio, it will have little influence on 
shallow depths of less than 3 m, but can account for as much as 30 cm error at the deeper limits of 
the profile (Figure 11.8). 
The speed of sound may also depend on the presence of bubble clouds in the water 
column. While this was not specifically investigated, the later analysis show that no differences 
were observed between the surf zone and deeper water accuracy. 33 
11.3.1.4 Travel speed and navigation 
The speed of travel of the Waverunner affects the density of measurements as well as the 
ability of the vehicle to stay on line. Under small wave conditions the system can be successfully 
operated at speeds as slow as 2 m/s while remaining on course. However, in waves exceeding 1 
m in height, the operator must increase the speed of the Waverunner to maintain navigation 
control. Another change of speed occurs as waves shoal and begin to break, decreasing the data 
density in the surf zone further affecting beach profile accuracy. Although the data were 
generally sampled at a cross-shore spacing of 3 m, the spacing is reduced through processing to 
4-5 m. 
11.3.2 Sandy Duck '97 field experiment 
A series of experiments, beginning in 1982, have been conducted at the USACE Field 
Research Facility in Duck, NC to study fluid and sediment processes on a beach with simple 
topography. The focus of these experiments has been to understand the interaction of fluid 
motions with the seabed, and the formation and modification of the resulting morphology. The 
long straight beach of the barrier island being studied has a typically moderate steep foreshore 
(1:10) and a multiple sand bar system (Birkemeier, 1984). A research pier extends offshore 
providing structural support for deployment of instrumentation (Figure 11.9). 
During the sixth experiment in the series, SandyDuck '97, a collaborative group of 
scientists deployed insitu instruments to measure currents and sediment transport north of the pier 
in the nearshore in September 1997. Throughout the experiment daily nearshore profiles were 
collected by the Coastal Research Amphibious Buggy (CRAB). Beginning just north of the pier, 
twenty cross-shore profiles spaced 50 m apart were surveyed from the dune crest to 6 m water 
depth. The Coastal Profiling System was ground truthed during two days in which the CRAB 
and CPS surveyed coincidentally. However, to avoid interference with other instrumentation, the 
CPS surveys were conducted beginning approximately 500 m north of the pier (y=1000 m, Figure 
11.9) extending from a depth of approximately 1 m to 8 m, a distance of 800 m offshore. Through 
visual alignment of CRAB tire tracks on the beach the Waverunner operator drove shore-
perpendicular transects spaced approximately 50 m apart to align with the CRAB surveys. A 34 
400m longshore distance was covered for comparison (Figure II.10) and each transect was 
traversed in approximately 5-10 minutes. 
The following analysis will focus on data from October 30, 1997. Measurements by the 
FRF staff from the 8 m array of current meters and pressure sensors (Figure 11.9) indicated wave 
heights of 0.38 m, wave periods of 13.5 s, and winds at 1.8 m/sec, providing excellent surveying 
conditions. Additional CPS surveys on October 29, 1997 and October 31, 1997 are discussed in 
section 11.3.2.3. A summary of survey conditions is provided in Table 11.3. During the week 
prior to October 29, 1997, several surveys with sparse and erratic data, attributable to poor radio 
signal transmission between the base station and the CPS, were performed. Beginning on 
October 30, use of a 35 watt amplified radio improved the signal quality and density of 
measurements. 
Table 11.3 Wave conditions measured from the 8 m array and wind from the pier end anemometer 
during the Sandy Duck '97 surveys conducted at the FRF in Duck, NC. 
Survey date  (m)  Direction  T, (sec)  Wind speed  Direction 
(degrees N)  (m/s)  (degrees N) 
10/29/97  0.41  68  8.87  3.4  192 
10/30/97  0.38  96  13.5  1.8  121 
10/31/97  0.557  68  5.02  4.8  135 
Data from these tests were transformed to the local coordinate system of the Field 
Research Facility, and referenced vertically to NGVD29 whose origin is approximately 0.25 m 
below mean sea level. After extracting and smoothing the CPS profiles the pier end temperature 
and salinity data (gauge 610 in Figure 11.9) were used to correct the depth measurements. 35 
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Figure 11.9 The coordinate system of the Field Research Facility at Duck, NC with the 
research pier just North of 500 m, the 8 m instrument array, and additional gauges. The 
SandyDuck '97 fluid-sediment processes experiment was conducted between the research 
pier and 1000 m in the longshore out to 800 m offshore. The CPS surveys take place 
1000-1400 m in the longshore and 200-800 m in the cross-shore. 36 
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Figure II.10 Plan view of the survey lines measured by the CRAB and the Coastal 
Profiling System on October 30, 1997 at the FRF in Duck, NC. 
11.3.2.1 Profile comparisons 
As a first order estimate of system accuracy, cross-shore profiles surveyed by the CRAB 
and the CPS are compared. As seen in Figure II.10 the CRAB and CPS profiles did not typically 
align due to lack of navigation capability on the CPS.  Therefore, the CRAB bathymetry was 
gridded and CRAB profiles were extracted from this grid at the cross-shore and longshore 
locations of CPS data to compare cross-shore profiles. Longshore gradients in morphology were 
usually small across the 400 m length of survey area reducing the potential for true morphologic 
differences in the profile-profile comparisons. In Figure II.11 eight profiles measured on October 
30, 1997 are shown. The bias, d (indicated as d in Figure II.11), is a vertical offset between the 37 
measurement of the two systems and is calculated as the mean difference between the vertical 
measurements of the CPS and the CRAB. 
d, =hcps, horns;  (5) 
d =  1 Yd  (6)
N 1.1 
Bias measurements ranged from 0.005  10.8 cm across the eight profiles with a mean of 
4.61 cm. For each profile the bias was removed from the CPS vertical measurements to calculate 
the standard deviation, a (std in Figure II.11), about the CRAB profile as in equation (7). The 
standard deviation about the mean bias varied between 4.3 and 7.3 cm and the mean was 5.47 cm. 
=V(did)2  (7) 
There are apparent irregularities shown as wave like features across some of the CPS 
profiles contributing to the higher vertical errors across the northern profiles (y=1144 m and 
greater) (Figure II.11). There are three likely explanations: 1. The deformations are real 
morphologic features; 2. The echo-sounder measurements are inaccurate due to boat motion; 3. 
The wave height and period increased during the survey. Across the eight measured profiles on 
October 30, these deviations have the highest frequency of occurrence at the northern end of the 
survey region decreasing to the south. The spatial scale of this variability would indicate it is 
likely that these are real variations in the bathymetry. The spatial structure of the CPS 
measurement resolution will be discussed further in section 11.3.2.2. 
The SandyDuck '97 field experiment also provided the opportunity to quantitatively 
assess the vertical and horizontal repeatability of the CPS. The cross-shore CRAB profile at 
y=1143 m was surveyed three times in sequence on October 30, 1997. There is a mean horizontal 
difference of 6 m across the three CPS profiles and a maximum of 12 m between any two profiles 
(Figure 11.12). The 1-12 m horizontal offset of the profiles, due to the difficulty of staying on 
course with the CPS, accounts for a small percentage of the repeatability error. 38 
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Figure II.11 The comparison of CPS nearshore profiles to the CRAB surveys across eight 
transect lines surveyed on October 30, 1998 at Duck, NC. The bias, d, and the standard 
deviation, std, from the bias is presented for each profile. These profiles were surveyed at the 
mean longshore position of y as indicated on the top of the frame. 39 
To determine repeatability, the CPS profiles were interpolated to the cross-shore spacing 
of the longest CPS profile with a mean horizontal position of y=1144 m. The maximum vertical 
difference in measurements between the CPS profiles provide an estimate of the consistency of 
the system. The maximum of the envelope of the vertical difference between any two CPS 
profiles is across the steep outer flank of the inner bar. The echo-sounder transducer was in 
position 1 on the Waverunner at a horizontal offset of Ax =1.14 m from the GPS antenna and the 
data were linearly corrected for this offset (section 11.3.1.1). However, as the slope of the profile 
steepens during data collection the echo-sounder is measuring at a shallower depth than the GPS 
due to boat tilt,T. As a result there is a positive bias of the CPS on the steeply sloping inner bar 
incorporated in the overall error calculation of the system. The maximum vertical differences 
between CPS profiles are averaged to estimate a bias of 10.0 cm as the vertical resolution of 
repeatability with a standard deviation of 5.3 cm. 
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Figure 11.12 The comparison of a single CRAB profile repeated three times by the CPS. 
The mean vertical difference of the CPS profiles are averaged for an overall vertical 
repeatability error of 0.10 m, deviating by 5.3 cm. 40 
11.3.2.2 Statistical Interpolation 
To provide an overall assessment of the error across the survey region a statistical 
interpolation scheme was employed. The CRAB and CPS data for October 30 were first 
interpolated to an evenly spaced grid of 10 m in the cross-shore and 30 m in the longshore to 
provide the 3-d sub-aqueous surface maps in Figure 11.13. These figures illustrate the 300 m 
longshore and 400 m cross-shore extent of overlap in survey area. It is clear from the CPS 
bathymetry that there was difficulty surveying the foreshore and inner bar on this particular day. 
The narrow surf zone and inexperience in operating the system precluded measurement at depths 
shallower than 2.5 m. In addition, there was no attempt to add a foreshore survey to wading 
depth. However, the outer bar is clearly depicted at a depth of 3-4 m with an amplitude 0 (0.5 
m). 
To enhance the gridding procedure, a second grid was constructed based on the spacing 
of the individual Coastal Profiling System transect locations (40 60 m) in the longshore, y, and 
evenly spaced by 10 m in the cross-shore, x. At each grid node the z elevation of the CPS within 
dy and dx of the node was averaged to yield a single value. The averaging distance dy = ±60 m 
and dx = ±10 m were chosen to be slightly larger than the sample spacing to provide at least 10 
data points per grid node for the October 30 data set. This same averaging procedure was 
performed on the elevations of the CRAB data to give coincidentally spaced values for both data 
sets. In Figure 11.14, a grayscale plan view of the difference between the CPS and CRAB 
elevations provides a spatial understanding of the bias of the Coastal Profiling System. A 
positive value or bias, depicted as a light shade of gray, indicates the CPS depth measurement 
was shallower than the CRAB. In contrast, CPS elevations that are deeper than the CRAB, 
shown in darker grays to black, have a negative bias. Offshore of x = 250 m the errors fall within 
the ±10 cm desired accuracy range across the region. The light shaded band between the y 
coordinates of 225 and 250 m denotes a longshore constant positive bias of CPS depth 
measurements at the front flank of the inner bar. As mention in section 11.3.2.1 the echo-sounder 
transducer is operating in a position forward of the GPS antenna and measuring a noticeably 
shallower depth than the depth vertically under the GPS antenna on steeply sloping faces. 
There is also a regional structure to the errors with negative values in the southern region 
and positive values in the northern region. As the CPS was in a test phase during the Sandy Duck 
'97 experiment, the detailed reference checks to known control points were not performed. 41 
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Figure 11.13 Three-dimensional nearshore bathymetry maps as surveyed by two methods along 
the coast of Duck, North Carolina. The FRF CRAB surveyed the top figure and the lower figure 
was surveyed by the Coastal Profiling System on October 30, 1997. 42 
In ground based surveys of this area, surveyed control points often showed the need for a vertical 
correction 0 (2 cm) and an occasionally horizontal correction. 
11.3.2.3 T-test for significance 
A t-test was used to compare the mean and variance of the CPS data to the CRAB data at 
each grid node. In general, the t-statistic is used to test if two samples came from a population 
with the same mean. In equations (8) and (9) the subscripts denote population 1 and 2 
respectively. The statistic, t is computed from the means,  and x2 , and the standard error of the 
means, se . 
t=  (8) 
se 
The standard error of the mean is dependent on the variance of the populations, 4 and 4 , and 
their size, nl and n2 , combined to yield the pooled variance sp2 . 
1 1 
Se = S  11  (9a) 
n1  n2 
sp2  = (n1-1)4 + (n2 1)4  (9b) 
The application of this test makes three assumptions about the data. (1) Both samples are random 
variables. (2) The populations of the data are normally distributed. (3) The variances of the two 
data sets are equal. To complete the test, the t-statistic for the level of confidence,  with which 
to accept or reject the hypothesis is computed. If  t or t > tc,, the null hypothesis can not be 
rejected and there is no evidence to suggest that the two samples came from populations with 
different means. 
In application to the accuracy estimates of the Coastal Profiling System compared to the 
CRAB, the CPS and CRAB data are denoted as populations 1 and 2 respectively. The t-statistic 
at each grid node was computed and compared to the t-statistic for a 90% significance level with 
which to base the acceptance of the null hypothesis. The CPS grid nodes determined to be 
significant with an average of 47 degrees of freedom are shown as solid points in Figure 11.14. 
83% of the CPS data points that were compared to the CRAB survey data across the grid were 43 
significant. In comparison to the CRAB, the bathymetry measured by the Coastal Profiling 
System was too shallow on average with a standard deviation of 0.049 m about a mean vertical 
bias of 0.054 m estimated from the grid nodes with 90% significance (Figure 11.14). 
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Figure 11.14 A plan view of the spatial distribution of the difference between the CRAB 
surveys and the CPS surveys across a gridded region. The grid nodes from the CPS data 
with a 90% significance level are plotted yielding an rms error of 0.049 m about the mean 
bias of 0.054 m. 
11.3.2.4 Results of error analysis 
The results of two additional surveys are contrasted with the error analysis from October 
30, 1997 in Table 11.4. The CPS survey conducted on October 29, 1997 was prior to the upgrade 
to a 35 watt radio base station and produced sparse data measurements due to poor signal 
communication. For this CPS survey, the comparison to the CRAB at the 90 % significance level 44 
only produced 22 degrees of freedom at each grid node compared to 47 for the survey on October 
30. The survey data collected on October 29 exhibited a significantly higher rms error of 0.119 m 
and a mean bias of 0.151, calculated for the 98 % of the CPS survey data that were significant. 
The low density of measurements and large margin of error for the October 29, 1997 survey is 
likely due to poor radio transmission. 
Table 11.4 Results of a three-dimensional statistical error analysis of the CPS compared to 
the CRAB for three surveys conducted during the SandyDuck '97 experiment. 
Survey  # of pts  mean dof  % of pts  mean bias  mean rms 
date  compared  per node  significant  (m)  (m) 
10/29/97  205  22  87%  0.151  0.119 
10/30/97  271  47  83%  0.054  0.049 
10/31/97  218  45  55%  0.006  0.051 
A CRAB survey was not conducted on October 31, 1997, but the CPS data can be 
compared to the survey on the previous day for discussion purposes. Through the t-test, 55% was 
the maximum percentage of the total CPS data points that were significant in comparison to the 
CRAB data. Although this may indicate an error in measurement by the CPS, it is also likely that 
comparison of the CRAB data from October 30 to the CPS data from October 31 may reveal a 
change in bathymetry over the 24 hours between surveys as a result of an increase in wave height 
and decrease in wave period. Although, the vertical rms error associated with the significant 
measurements was 0.051 m, the data displayed a considerably lower bias of 0.006 m at the 90 % 
significance level. The October 31 survey was conducted using the same system configuration 
(with a 35 watt base radio) as on October 30, and the survey accuracy calculated as the rms error 
about the mean bias, was on the order of estimates from the October 30 error analysis. 45 
11.3.3 Coastal Monitoring and Analysis Program 
Beginning in April 1998 the Coastal Profiling System was utilized to survey nearshore 
bathymetry within the Columbia River Littoral Cell in the Pacific Northwest of the US. This 
effort is a component of the Southwest Washington Coastal Erosion Study, a 5 year study jointly 
directed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and the Washington State Department 
of Ecology (Chapter III). Following Sandy Duck and prior to the Washington study the 
configuration of the CPS was modified. To reduce errors on steep slopes and potential errors 
from boat tilt, the transducer for the echo-sounder was moved to position 2 in Figure 11.4, 
horizontally aligned with the GPS antenna and with a vertical offset of Az =0.85m. Reliability 
tests were performed to evaluate the performance of the CPS on dissipative beaches in this 
slightly modified configuration. 
Improved surveying techniques and data controls were employed during this study. To 
better regulate data collection, all surveys were tied into a geodetic control network by setting up 
the GPS base station over a known survey point and tying the CPS data into additional control 
points. Range poles were placed on the beach to provide better visual targets for cross-shore 
profile alignment. These modifications assisted in increasing the accuracy and consistency of the 
nearshore bathymetric surveys. 
The following results were surveyed at Oysterville, WA on August 5, 1998 under optimal 
conditions with a significant wave height of 0.9 m , a 6 sec period, and light winds blowing to the 
south across the westerly facing region. The wide dissipative beach with a foreshore slope of 
approximately 1:75 and large tidal excursion (2-4 m) allowed coverage of the sub-aqueous beach 
and nearshore out to a depth of 12 m near high tide. Thirteen cross-shore profiles spaced 150 m 
in the longshore and approximately 3-5 m in the cross-shore were surveyed (Figure 11.16). Two 
cross-shore profiles at approximately y=139 km and y=140 km were repeated in sequence to 
determine the reliability of the Coastal Profiling System measurements. Additional longshore 
survey lines were conducted at the 2, 4, 6, and 8 m depth contours to provide duplicate 
measurements at longshore crossings of the cross-shore profiles. 46 
11.3.3.1 Repeatability testing 
Repeatability is particularly important for coastal monitoring where knowledge is gained 
through seasonal and yearly comparisons of beach profiles. As at Sandy Duck '97, a level of 
uniformity in the longshore is assumed to make repeated profile comparisons with any level of 
confidence. In Figure 11.16 there is a mean horizontal offset between repeated profiles at 
approximately y=139 km and y=140 km Northing of 150 m and 50 m respectively due to lack of 
onboard navigation. In Figure 11.15 the smooth double barred profile at y=139 km in the top 
frame was replicated reasonably well with a vertical standard deviation of 0.188 m between 
profiles, a mean difference of 0.065 m, and a maximum difference at the steep rear flank of the 
inner bar. With the new position of the echo-sounder transducer, the effects of boat tilt on 
resolving steep slopes was minimized. However, measurement of the almost vertical slope of this 
bar still remains a source of error and may be a result of the horizontal offset between profiles. 
At the second Oysterville profile location, y=140 km the irregular barred profile was even more 
difficult to duplicate. Although the mean horizontal offset was lower than the previous profile 
comparison, the vertical difference of 0.317 m is much higher for this type of morphology, but 
with a similar standard deviation of 0.141 m. In this profile the largest error occurred in a trough 
between bars where profile variability exists. Due to the presence of medium-scale features 
across this profile, the possibility of longshore gradients should also be considered as a source of 
error. 
11.3.3.2 Longshore crossings 
When an additional surveying method is not available to check the accuracy of a 
bathymetric survey, a self-check is performed through longshore crossings. First, standard cross-
shore profiles are collected, and then longshore transects are measured along a single depth 
contour line. The data points at which the cross-shore and longshore transects cross are compared 
to provide an assessment of the accuracy of the survey. 
The cross-shore profiles were processed as described in section 11.3.1 and gridded. The 
cross-shore processing steps were also performed on the longshore contour survey lines. The 
longshore lines were then interpolated across a gridded surface produced from the cross-shore 
lines at a spacing of 60 m in y and 10 m in x (Figure 11.17). The elevation measurements from 47 
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Figure 11.15 In Oysterville, WA two profiles were each surveyed twice by the CPS to determine 
the reliability of nearshore profile measurements on the Washington coast. The lower mean 
difference between the profiles in the top figure is attributed to smoother morphology and the 
lower standard deviation on the lower figure is a result of tighter longshore spacing. 
the longshore lines were subtracted from the gridded cross-shore elevations at corresponding 
locations (crossings). The mean differences of the cross-shore and longshore depth 
measurements across the four depth contours are listed in Table 11.5. All elevations measured 
across the longshore transects did not fall at exactly the given depth contour as seen in the 
standard deviation of the elevation across the contour line. The mean difference across all four 
contours of 0.11 m is positive indicating that the depths measured at the longshore lines are 
deeper than the cross-shore elevations. 48 
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Figure 11.16 Cross-shore and longshore profiles surveyed by the Coastal Profiling System on 
August 5, 1998 in Oysterville, WA to test the repeatability and check the accuracy of the survey 
data. The repeated cross-shore profiles are indicated by darker lines as repeat #2 at y=140 km 
and repeat #1 at y=139 km. The longshore lines were measured at the approximate depth 
contours of 2,4,6, and 8m. 
It is not surprising that the largest error and standard deviation is seen within the surf 
zone at the 2 m contour. In this zone, the accuracy of depth measurements especially in the 
longshore are influenced by boat tilt as well as shorter scale morphology smoothed in the 
gridding process. There is a decreasing trend in the vertical errors and standard deviation 
between measurements moving offshore since the influence of the waves decreases with distance 
offshore. 49 
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Figure 11.17 A bathymetric map of the Oysterville survey area produced from the gridding of 
cross-shore profiles at a spacing of y=60 m and x=10 m. Longshore lines are interpolated to the 
gridded surface to compare the vertical elevation measurements against the nearshore profiles at 
the crossings. 
Table 11.5 Four longshore lines surveyed at Oysterville, WA on August 5, 1995 are listed by 
depth contour. The mean difference in the elevation measurements at the crossings of the 
longshore lines and the cross-shore transects give an estimate of the accuracy of the survey. 
Depth contour (m)  Std of depth  Mean difference of  Standard deviation of 
across line (m)  crossings(m)  crossings(m) 
2  0.74  0.21  0.54 
4  0.43  0.10  0.30 
6  0.22  0.12  0.21 
8  0.22  0.02  0.13 50 
11.4 Discussion 
The are several possible explanations for incorrect estimates of depth across the 
nearshore profile. GPS operation errors, data recording errors, boat tilt and longshore gradients in 
morphology may degrade the accuracy of Coastal Profiling System measurements. Errors can be 
induced into GPS measurements through the tilting of the base station antenna, a sudden drop in 
number of visible satellites, and lack of geodetic control. The base station antenna should be 
leveled directly over a known control point that is part of a geodetic control network. The 
accuracy of GPS is also improved through the measurement of additional control points. During 
the Sandy Duck '97 experiment control points were not taken, as the Coastal Profiling System was 
not designed for this capability. However, for the Washington data, a technique was developed to 
measure control points for survey calibration. 
The RTK-DGPS method used by the CPS requires four visible satellites to produce 
differential corrections. However, the system does not react instantaneously to a drop in the 
number of satellites. Operated in the 5 Hz mode a position can be obtained for up to five seconds 
after the loss of adequate satellites. At the surveying speed of 3 m/s, the incorporation of 
positions collected after a loss of satellites could be a contributing a source of error to 
measurements. 
The data acquisition system developed by the research staff at Oregon State University 
has a latency time associated with the GPS data recording. There are two buffers in the onboard 
computer to separately store the echo-sounder data and the GPS data. As the computer 
alternately pulls data from the two buffers it places a time stamp on the data. While the latency 
between data acquisition and time-stamping is generally negligible, a complication in the 
software leads to variability in this time lag of up to 0.3 s in the GPS signal compared to the echo-
sounder data. Most of this "jitter" could be removed in subsequent analysis, but some of the high 
frequency noise of the resulting elevation estimates, h, may remain. 
Medium to high frequency variations across the profile may also be the result of boat 
motion or non-uniform morphology of small scale features in the cross-shore. Without the 
addition of a motion sensor, the effects of boat tilt can not be determined precisely (Gibeaut et al., 
1998). Although, the echo-sounder has a broad beam (12.5°), significant angles of boat tilt 
('t >25 °) may affect depth measurements. Vertical boat motion, or heave, is minimized in the same 51 
manner as tidal influences by the correlation of echo-sounder and GPS measurements. In 
addition, beach profiles are measured while driving onshore to minimize roll and pitch of the 
Waverunner. Perhaps more significant changes in tilt associated with the passage of waves 
through the boat would yield depths that are too great as a function of T. So it is expected that 
boat motion may play more of a role in the larger wave climate of Oregon and Washington, than 
at Duck. 
It was assumed that longshore gradients in morphology were small to compare CPS 
profiles to CRAB profiles, to compare repeated CPS profiles with a horizontal offset, and to 
produce three-dimensional surface maps based on individual profiles. Depressions made by rip 
currents, oblique bars, and longshore bars are a few of the features that can exhibit short 
longshore length scales. During Sandy Duck '97, survey profiles were spaced relatively close 
together, 50 m apart, and previous studies have shown long length scales in the morphology 
(Plant, 1998). Profiles were only surveyed every 150 m in Washington and this assumption may 
contribute to a higher vertical rms error, as seen in the repeatability tests. 
For all surveys, the density of measurements in the cross-shore 0 (3 m) is much higher 
than in the longshore. Therefore it is possible that features with small wavelengths 0 (15 m) may 
be depicted by the Coastal Profiling System. However, the CRAB averages over a foot print of 9 
m from front to rear wheel, and small to medium scale features are not resolved. As a result, the 
CPS data may exhibit a larger margin of error in relation to the CRAB if smaller scale 
morphology is resolved in the profile. 
The CRAB surveys are assumed to be an accurate estimate of depth for the error analysis 
of the Coastal Profiling System. However, repeatability testing of the CRAB has shown vertical 
differences of 3-5 cm with a maximum on areas of large curvature such as the bar crest and 
trough. These deviations in measurement are on the same order as the standard deviations 
between the CRAB and the CPS. Therefore, it is possible that the inaccuracies of the CRAB are 
being displayed in the CPS bias estimates. 52 
11.4.1 Limitations of the CPS 
Nearshore surveys are most successful under the lowest possible wave conditions and 
over gentle slopes. Wave conditions were mild, under 1 m in height, for all surveys discussed in 
this paper. In Chapter III, lower resolution surveys were conducted in larger wave conditions. 
Sand bar resolution was limited by steep flanks over the bar. This was a result of the 
horizontal displacement of the echo-sounder in positionl. The inconsistency of measurements 
across the inner face of the bar (fl- 1/
1 6 ) at Washington may have been a result of strong 
longshore morphologic variability. 
The Coastal Profiling System has the ability to survey in shallow water, but an intense 
shore break or narrow surf zone limits the width of the sub-aqueous beach that can be surveyed. 
It might be expected that nearshore surveying at Duck in waves of less than 0.5 m would be 
easier than on the Washington beaches where waves are rarely under 1 m. It is evident from the 
bathymetry in Figure 11.13 that this was not so. Skill and experience in Waverunner operation is 
required to navigate through the narrow surf zone on the intermediate beach at Duck. In 
comparison, even in larger wave heights and shorter periods, the wide surf zone of the 
Washington survey site allows more time to maneuver between breaking waves and the 
possibility of surveying in shallower depths (Figure 11.17). This is partially due to the dissipation 
of incident wave energy prior to reaching the inner surf zone on dissipative beaches, allowing for 
longshore traversing. In addition, the period of waves in a large surf zone is increased from 
incident due to bore-bore captures. Successful surveying with the Coastal Profiling System is 
highly dependent on operator experience. 
11.4.2 Future Work 
The Coastal Profiling System was originally designed to support fluid dynamic field 
investigations over small survey areas. However, the initial results of the Washington survey 
suggest an extended application of this method. A few modifications to the system assisted in 
improving the use of the CPS for larger scale surveys. The 35 watt base station radios are 53 
required to transmit differential corrections to long survey baselines both offshore and in the 
longshore. The echo-sounder transducer was moved to be horizontally co-located with the GPS 
antenna assisting in the removal of the waves from the depth estimation and bias over steep 
slopes. Lastly, range poles on the beach assist in shore perpendicular alignment and the 
longshore spacing of cross-shore profiles, but onboard navigation would be ideal. 
The Coastal Profiling System has continued to be utilized to survey nearshore bathymetry 
along the coasts of Washington and Oregon (Chapter III). Three sets of surveys were performed 
in April, July-August, and October 1998 at five locations within the Columbia River Littoral Cell. 
Through this study, the CPS is tested as a survey method to link sub-aerial and sub-aqueous 
profiles for long-term coastal monitoring. The resulting beach profiles and bathymetry will assist 
in understanding the dynamics of sand bars on dissipative beaches, shoreline and bathymetric 
change analysis, and modeling of fluid dynamics and sediment transport. 
11.5 Conclusions 
The accuracy of the Coastal Profiling System was tested on intermediate and dissipative 
beaches. At both field locations the precision of the Coastal Profiling System is relatively 
uniform over 1-12 m depths, but decreases on steeply sloping faces of sand bars (/3> /
120 )* 
Estimation of depth across eight individual profiles provided a mean vertical rms error of 5.47 
cm, and a mean bias of 4.61 cm lower than the CRAB measurements. The statistical comparison 
of the three-dimensional CPS bathymetry to the CRAB on October 30, 1997 demonstrated a 
slightly lower vertical rms error of 4.9 cm and a higher bias of 5.4 cm than the profile 
comparisons. The results suggest that smoothing of the data through the gridding procedure to 
produce bathymetric maps slightly increased the accuracy of depth estimates. The CRAB and the 
CPS utilize the same positioning system. Operated in RTK mode the GPS has a published 
accuracy of 0.02 m that should be considered in bias estimates. A single beach profile was 
repeated three times to within ± 5.3 cm of the mean vertical difference of ± 10.0 cm between any 
two profiles 
Surveys conducted at Oysterville, WA allowed for the testing of the CPS on a high 
energy dissipative beach. The reliability of the system for this beach type was estimated through 54 
repeated profiles and longshore crossings. In contrast to Duck, the vertical repeatability errors 
estimated across profiles measured on the Washington coast were twice as high with standard 
deviation values up to 0.188 m. However, the vertical accuracy estimates obtained from 
longshore crossings at Oysterville, WA averaged 0.11 m and are on the same order as vertical 
accuracy estimates against the CRAB. These estimates are within the design specifications for a 
10 cm vertical accuracy. 
In comparison to the CRAB and in repetitive profiles, large to medium scale morphology 
was well resolved at both locations. However, the depths across the slope of the forward flank 
and rear flank of the bar may be slightly inaccurate. At Sandy Duck this was attributed to the 
position of the echo-sounder and in Washington to the horizontal offset of the repeated profiles. 
These results indicate that the Coastal Profiling System can (1) produce accurate beach profiles 
and bathymetric maps on intermediate to dissipative beaches, (2) nearshore surveys can be 
conducted synoptically with fluid dynamics field investigations with this transportable 
technology, and (3) large regions can be surveyed relatively quickly to provide baseline 
measurements for coastal monitoring. 55 
CHAPTER III APPLICATION OF THE COASTAL PROFILING SYSTEM TO
 
REGIONAL COASTAL MONITORING
 
III.1 Introduction 
Increasing human population and subsequent development along coastlines has placed 
urgent demands on measuring the processes contributing to coastal change. The basic goal of 
coastal mapping and monitoring is to document and quantify the morphologic variability 
associated with a variety of environmental forcing mechanisms. Through this approach, a 
consistent and accurate historical record of local shoreline conditions can be produced. The 
assessment of coastal behavior provides important information regarding the hazards of coastal 
flooding, retreat of the shoreline, and navigation obstructions. Planners and engineers design 
projects, assess post-project performance, and select remedial measures based on the 
measurements from monitoring efforts. For coastal managers this information is an integral part 
of the evaluation of management options and allocation of resources. Mapping and monitoring 
should be conducting on a regional scale with periodic updates to allow for a flexible and 
responsible management approach. 
Historical collection of monitoring data has been focused on the sub-aerial beach. 
However, measurement of nearshore bathymetry is crucial to gaining an understanding of short 
and long term trends of shoreline behavior. Nearshore profiles are essential to the study of the 
hydrodynamics that are responsible for the movement of sand, which causes shoreline changes. 
The objective of this chapter is to demonstrate the application of a nearshore surveying method to 
a regional coastal monitoring program initiated by the Southwest Washington Coastal Erosion 
Study (SWCES). SWCES is using an integrative approach to understanding regional geology and 
coastal processes through shoreline change analysis, bathymetric mapping and sub-aerial beach 
surveying along the Columbia River Littoral Cell. 
The SWCES has implemented a morphology monitoring program to collect sub-aerial 
and nearshore profiles to produce continuous beach profiles and three-dimensional topographic 
maps of the complete nearshore planform. The temporal and spatial scales of nearshore 
morphology, including sand bars, are characterized through this data set. 56 
III.1.1 The role of nearshore bathymetry in coastal monitoring 
Periodic topographic and nearshore profiles are one of the most direct and accurate 
means of assessing geologic and geomorphic changes on the shoreface to depth of closure 
(Gorman et al., 1998). Whether the changes are a result of natural variability or human-induced, 
the affects can be assessed through the nearshore bathymetry. Coastal managers require beach 
profile measurements to establish the landward limit of the active beach and develop building 
construction setback lines landward of this limit. However, the sub-aerial profile is only a small 
portion of the active beach and a complete evaluation of potential threats to development requires 
the addition of nearshore profiles. Engineers employ nearshore surveying techniques to evaluate 
the effects of coastal protection structures on the shoreline. Volumetric analysis of bathymetric 
and profile measurements is used to quantify beach fills for nourishment, the growth of offshore 
shoals, the migration of inlets, and dredging volumes in navigation channels. 
Scientifically, nearshore bathymetry allows for the study of sand bar migration as an 
important measure of coastal dynamics. Sand bars store sediment that has been eroded from the 
beach and provide a buffer against further erosion. Since bars dissipate wave energy and protect 
the beach, alongshore variability in bar location may create regions of vulnerability along the 
coast. In a study of shoreline response to storms via repeated shoreline surveys, erosion occurred 
at non-uniform locations or "hotspots" (List and Farris, 1998). A hypothesis proposed for 
explaining this phenomenon suggests that alongshore gradients in offshore bar position may be 
responsible for the large scale variability in storm response. However, the lack of nearshore 
bathymetry data limits the understanding of these erosion/accretion patterns. 
111.1.2 Time and length scales of interest 
Morphologic changes affecting coastal behavior occur over geologic, decadal, annual, 
seasonal, and event time scales. Nearshore morphology has been monitored for daily or weekly 
fluctuations (Wright and Short, 1985), seasonal shifts (Aubrey, 1979) or to estimate yearly to 
multi-year variability (Birkemeier, 1985; Holman and Sallenger, 1993; Ruessnik and Kroon, 57 
1994; Wijnberg and Holman, 1997). Longer term processes, such as shoreline advance and 
retreat and closure depth evolution, are studied on decadal scales requiring historic data sets. 
Short to medium term morphologic variability occurs in seasonal shifts and episodic events. 
Supplemental surveys after big storms assist in determining the effects and rate of recovery of the 
beach to incident wave conditions. 
Temporal sampling frequencies are typically dictated by specific research questions. A 
minimum of semi-annual surveys is recommended to gain knowledge of annual and seasonal 
fluctuations. Beach profiling also plays a key role in monitoring beach nourishment projects 
(Weggel, 1995; Gorman et al., 1998). It is recommended that in the first year after placement of 
a beach nourishment fill, surveys be conducted quarterly (Stauble, 1994; Gorman et al., 1998). 
The resulting interpretation of nearshore profiles may be restricted by sufficient spatial 
sampling. While the landward extent of the storm inundation must be surveyed, nearshore 
profiles must extend seaward beyond detectable variations to estimate profile closure. In the 
longshore, sampling must extend well beyond the length of the features of interest. For example, 
to resolve crescentic bars with wavelengths 0 (1 km), at least 2 km region should be surveyed. 
I11.1.3 Beach Profile Monitoring Programs 
Several existing long-term monitoring programs incorporate nearshore profiles with sub-
aerial beach mapping and act as models for the development of future programs. Since 1981 the 
US Army Corp of Engineers Field Research Facility (FRF) in Duck, North Carolina has used the 
Coastal Research Amphibious Buggy (CRAB) to conduct bi-weekly beach surveys spaced at 50 
m apart along a 1 km stretch of the US Atlantic coast (Birkemeier, 1985). With the assistance, of 
video imaging the alongshore scale of monitoring has been extended at Duck, NC (Lippmann and 
Holman, 1990; Plant and Holman, 1997). This data set has provided researchers the opportunity 
to examine large-scale coastal behavior and sand bar evolution (Holman and Sallenger, 1993; 
Plant, 1998). The bar at Duck, NC responds rapidly to storms by moving offshore and becoming 
linear. As waves decline the bar forms three-dimensional, sometimes rhythmic features. The bar 
systems at Duck have been found to be a great deal more variable than originally thought under 
average wave conditions. In addition, an eight-bar-type classification scheme was developed 58 
through the Duck data set to represent the variability of nearshore bar systems (Lippmann and 
Holman, 1990). 
The Jarkus data base of the Dutch Department of Public works (Rijkswaterstaat) contains 
more than 35 years of annual profiles spaced at 250 meters along the 120 km long Dutch coast in 
the Netherlands and is the longest regional data set of its kind. Analysis has revealed a cyclic 
behavior of sand bar growth, migration, and decay at 4 and 15 year intervals along a 30 and 40 
km stretch of coast (Wijnberg, 1995). In the double barred system, the cyclic behavior was 
governed by the migration of the outer bar demonstrating a coupling between the behavior of 
individual bars (Ruessnik and Kroon, 1994). 
Incorporating aspects of previous programs, a regional monitoring program of the 
beaches within the Columbia River Littoral Cell (CRLC) on the Oregon and Washington coasts 
was initiated in 1997. The intention of the program is to provide measurements to resolve short-
to medium-term coastal morphologic variability characterizing the high energy dissipative 
beaches of the Pacific Northwest (Ruggiero et al., 1998). This chapter discusses the application 
of nearshore profiling techniques and results from the SWCES regional beach morphology 
monitoring program. 
111.1.4 Beach Profiles 
Beach profiles quantify the elevation of the beach and nearshore as a function of offshore 
distance. A complete description of nearshore morphology is both quantitative and qualitative. 
Beach slope and foreshore slope are two of the important parameters measured to describe a 
profile. Beach slope can be calculated between the base of the dune or cliff and the mean low 
water (MLW) mark. A foreshore slope is defined from the shoreline (typically +1m contour) to 
MLW. The nearshore slope is less well defined and somewhat dependent of the location of 
morphologic features. 
The beach profile expression most commonly used in engineering applications was 
derived by Bruun (1954) and modified by Dean (1976) in equation (1). 
h = AX%  (1) 59 
In this expression h is the depth at the distance X from shore. The dimensional shape parameter, 
A is dependent on grain size and is a measure of the steepness of the beach. An exponent value of 
2/3 was demonstrated to reasonably represent beach profile data along the U.S. east and gulf 
coasts (Dean, 1976). However, a range of exponent values from 0.2-1.2 were fit to individual 
profiles and represent the degree of concavity of the profile shape. Higher exponents depict 
dissipative beaches and lower more reflective. Deviations such as sand bars are not represented 
in this equilibrium model profile. 
On barred beaches the cross-shore position of the inner bar crest measured relative to 
0.0m (NGVD or NAVD) is often used to parameterize the beach morphology and it's variability 
(Gorman et al., 1998). Bar relief, or vertical height from trough to crest, further quantifies the 
overall nature of the profile. Although quantitative measurements, these parameters only provide 
snap-shots of a time-varying beach and nearshore zone. Assessment of temporal or spatial 
variability requires the comparison of multiple profiles at one location or across a region, giving 
an estimate of a change in position of morphologic features. For example, through the study of 
sand bar behavior, an understanding of erosional and accretionary trends can be gained. 
Sediment budget calculations can be derived from multiple cross-shore profiles or 3-d surface 
maps. Estimate of closure depth can be derived from cross-shore profiles over a long period of 
time. 
111.1.4.1 Sand bar and morphology generation 
Sand bars (Figure I. lb) are shore parallel sub aqueous ridges with cross-shore length 
scale 0 (100 m) and heights 0 (1 m). Seaward migration of bars may occur without net offshore 
sediment transport (Plant, 1998). This observation implies that sand bars are an important 
mechanism in conserving sediment volumes across the profile. 
Sand bars are conceptually thought to form and move in correlation to incident wave 
conditions (Plant, 1998). Bars migrate as sediment is eroded from one flank of the bar and is 
deposited on the opposite flank. Sediment on bars is generally finer and better sorted than in 
corresponding troughs. Bowen (1980) hypothesized that this resulted from the fact that 
suspended load transport is significant in bar formation and settling of sediment occurs under the 
antinodes of standing waves from reflection of wave energy (Bowen, 1980). Natural sand bar 60 
systems typically have longshore length scales much larger than incident wavelengths. The scale 
of longshore bars provides evidence for the theory of formation through perturbation of the beach 
by reflected or standing waves in the infragravity frequency band. These motions have been 
observed over a wide range of beaches but are particularly dominant on the broad dissipative 
beaches of the Northwest. 
111.1.4.2 Seasonal and inter-annual variability 
The main systematic variation observed in beach profiles is in response to seasonal 
variations in wave intensity. These observations led to the summer-winter profile classification 
proposed by Shepard (1950). Based on beaches from the West Coast of the United States it was 
observed that low energy summer waves created a wide beach berm with a steeply sloping 
foreshore. On the other hand, the storm waves in the winter, caused offshore transport and the 
formation of sand bars. 
The observations of sand bar morphology by Lippmann and Holman (1990) expanded the 
seasonal profile classification. They observed that linear uniform bars are representative of recent 
storm conditions, but that as the incident wave energy declines a more three-dimensional 
structure emerges. Once well developed, the bars tend to change little for long time periods under 
intermediate or low wave conditions until hit by the next storm. Several summer months of low 
wave conditions may be required to diffuse the sediment stored in the residual bars back towards 
the beach. 
The analysis of long time series of nearshore bathymetry demonstrates the importance of 
inter-annual variability of nearshore bar systems (Plant, 1998; Wijnberg and Holman, 1997). 
This variability can not be explained through attempts to predict morphologic variability in 
response to changes in incident wave conditions. Further study is required to understand the 
long-term forcing mechanisms of sand bar migration and their role in seasonal and longer profile 
variability. 61 
111.1.4.3 Depth of closure 
For engineering and management applications it is often assumed that the active portion 
of the profile can be measured to some limit offshore. In Chapter I, the depth of closure was 
defined as the seaward boundary of significant profile change. Hallermeier(1981) developed two 
analytical approximations for the annual depth of closure, k on quartz sand beaches. 
(  H
2 
a 2.28 He  68.5 (2) hce
g Te2 
hc  2 Fisig +11. a  (3) 
Equation (2) is based on the wave statistics for storm events, where He is the nearshore storm 
wave height that is exceeded only in 12 hours each year, Te is the associated wave period and g is 
the acceleration due to gravity. A simplified approximation is given in equation (3) calculated 
from the mean significant wave height, H  , and the standard deviation of the mean wave 
height, ocr, based on one year of data. 
For erosional events, more extreme statistics such as the maximum wave height or 5 year 
wave would provide more conservative limits for the depth of closure. Depth of closure 
approximations can be verified by the seaward extent of the decreasing envelope of variation 
across repeated nearshore profiles. Equations 2 and 3 provided calculations that were consistent 
for the limited field observations available at the time (Hallermeier, 1981). The depth of closure 
calculations have been adjusted in equation 4 to yield a better fit to improved field data and 
further simplified to a proportionality (5) (Birkemeier, 1985). 
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The above approximations for depth of closure are intended to provide an annual limit to 
the active depth for prediction of long term change rates. At Duck, North Carolina, field 
observations demonstrate that k defines an upper limit to the depth of closure (Birkemeier, 
1985). Longer term variability in the position of the seaward bar yields inter-annual changes in 
the measured depth of closure (Nicholls and Birkemeier, 1997). During storm conditions, 62 
typically in the winter, the closure depth is dependent on the position of the bar crest and volume 
contained in the bar. However, in the summer as the waves decline and the profile steepens, 
morphologic control is less obvious and closure depths are shallower. There is a seasonal 
component to depth of closure, with deeper depths observed in the winter. These observations 
suggest a zone of profile closure should be defined based on temporal and spatial scales of 
variability. 
Quantitative parameters which can be derived from beach profile data (e.g. slope, bar 
morphology, and depth of closure) are essential to understanding the nearshore environment. 
Models to predict these parameters are formulated and verified through field measurements of the 
beach profile. 
111.2 Southwest Washington Coastal Erosion Study 
The Columbia River Littoral Cell (CRLC) is a 160 km reach of coastline extending from 
Point Grenville, Washington to Tillamook Head, Oregon. The CRLC is interrupted by three 
major estuaries including the Columbia River, Willapa Bay, and Grays Harbor and thus is 
composed of four sub-cells, North Beach, Gray land Plains, Long Beach, and Clatsop Plains 
(Figure III.1). Long term wave measurements indicate that mean winter waves can be 3 m in 
height with 12 s periods while summer waves average 1.5 m in height and 8 s (Ruggiero et al., 
1997). The mean annual significant wave height for the CRLC is 2.0 m with a peak period of 10 
s. The winter climate is dominated by severe wave action from the southwest while the summer 
brings prevailing northwest waves to the region (USACE, 1971; Ruggiero et al., 1997). Complex 
systems of rip currents are apparent and infragravity motion (low frequency) dominates the inner 
surf zone. Tides are mixed semi-diurnal with a range of 2-4 m throughout the littoral cell. The 
southern Washington coast is typified by wide dissipative beaches with mean foreshore slopes 
typically shallower than 1:50. 
The National Shoreline Study in 1971 classified only 98.3 mi. of the 2,238.7 miles of the 
Washington Coast as eroding severely (USACE, 1971). Much of the CRLC has been historically 
accretionary. However, recent erosion hotspots have cut back fronting beaches and damaged 
infrastructure (Ruggiero et al., 1997). There is an increasing concern for the slowed accretion 63 
rates and the possibility of a regional trend toward erosion. In this region, present scientific 
efforts are focused on large-scale coastal behavior with the ultimate goal of predicting coastal 
evolution at a management scale (i.e. tens of kilometers and decades). 
The Southwest Washington Coastal Erosion Study is motivated by a need for the 
understanding of coastal processes on a regional scale. Kaminsky et al. (1997) highlighted three 
major goals of the SWCES: 1. Determining and understanding the evolution of the regional 
sedimentary system and the natural and anthropogenic influences. 2. Predicting coastal behavior 
on a management scale. 3. Examining effects of man-made influences (dredging, dams, and 
jetties) and natural processes (climate variability, co-seismic subsidence, and coastal dune 
development). The study integrates geologic and historic evolution with modern sediment budget 
studies and regional scale morphology measurements to formulate models addressing these goals. 
111.2.1 Morphology Monitoring Program 
Early in the SWCES, a 2 cm-level geodetic control network was established as a 
reference system for all coastal monitoring data collection. Monuments are situated every 3-4 km 
along the coast and are referenced to the rectilinear coordinate system of Washington State Plane 
(South) North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83) and the North American Vertical Datum of 
1988 (NAVD 88). Beginning in 1997 sub-aerial beach profiles coincident with geodetic control 
monuments have been collected by an operator on foot using a Real Time Kinematic Differential 
Global Positioning System (RTK-DGPS). The beach profiles extend from the landward edge of 
the primary dune to wading depth (Ruggiero et al., 1998). In addition, 4 km sub-aerial beach 
surface maps are measured from the seaward edge of the dune to the swash zone, bi-annually at 
16 sites with the assistance of the CLAMMER (CoastaL All-terrain Morphology Monitoring and 
Erosion Research vehicle) equipped with RTK-DGPS. The locations of the 47 beach profiles and 
16 surface mapping sites are illustrated in Figure III.1. 
In 1998, the Coastal Profiling System (CPS) was chosen to survey sub-aqueous beach 
profiles overlapping with five of the beach surface mapping sites. The CPS provides efficient and 
accurate surveys at 15 minutes per transect and allows sampling in depths from 1 to 15 m. In 
contrast, a technique such as a survey sled takes twice the amount of time to survey a profile and 64 
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Oregon coasts. Five sites were surveyed by the Coastal Profiling system denoted by the filled 
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can not exceed depths of 10 m (Clausner et al., 1986; Gibeaut et al., 1998). Although contact 
with the seabed may make sleds more accurate they are limited by wave heights of 0.6 m (2 ft) 
and obstructions along the bottom. The high-energy nature of the CRLC makes survey sleds 
impractical, and the technique could also be damaging to sensitive benthic environments in this 
cell, such as razor clam and sea grass beds. The CPS can survey in waves up to 3 m in height 
with an accuracy of 5.5 cm without disturbing the seabed. The low operation costs and mobility 
of the Coastal Profiling System allows for multiple surveys over large areas. The CPS has the 
added benefit of utilizing GPS technology compatible with the existing beach survey methods of 
the monitoring program. 
The SWCES morphology monitoring program is the first comprehensive coastal 
monitoring program in the U.S. Pacific Northwest. The combination of beach surface maps with 
nearshore bathymetry will quantify annual and seasonal morphologic change. Additional surveys 
to study profile evolution and the recovery of the beach from episodic events are also being 
undertaken. 
111.2.2 Historical data collection along the Washington coast 
Due to the energetic nearshore environment of this region, the only historic nearshore 
bathymetric surveys were taken by Willard Bascom et al. over the course of 1945-1947 (Bascom, 
1954; Komar, 1978; Kraus et al., 1996). Using the Duckw amphibious landing craft (Figure II.1), 
lead-line sounding profiles were conducted at approximately 10 locations along the Southwest 
Washington and the Northern Oregon coasts. The profiles were referenced to an origin at MLLW 
and extended from the upper beach face to a depth of 7 m. The sparse nature of lead line 
soundings precludes detailed definition of the bar crest, but comparison with echo-sounder 
surveys at the same time suggest the overall depths are reliable (Kraus et al., 1996).  Several of 
these profiles within the CRLC have been reoccupied when possible to quantify long-term 
morphologic variability. For comparison to current surveys, the 1945-1946 profiles have been 
converted to meters and adjusted to the land based vertical datum NAVD 88. 66 
111.3 Sub-Aqueous Nearshore Profiling Campaign 
111.3.1 Monitoring Sites 
Four sites, one in the approximate geographic center of each of the four sub-cells of the 
CRLC, were surveyed by the Coastal Profiling System (Figure III.1) in 1998. These sites were 
chosen as representative beaches within the sub-cells removed from edge effects of the headlands 
or structures. As seen in Figure MA , these sites include Ocean City, Gray land, Oysterville, and 
Rilea. Fort Canby, an erosion hotspot, was surveyed between the North jetty and North head at 
the mouth of the Columbia River. This fifth site lies at the southern end of the Long Beach sub-
cell and the bathymetry is expected to be influenced by the jetty to the south and the headland to 
the north. All five sites were surveyed once over a 5 week period between the months of July and 
August 1998. Additional surveys were conducted at Ocean City in April and October and Fort 
Canby in October to estimate seasonal trends in morphologic variability. A historic profile 
surveyed by Willard Bascom and associates (Bascom and McAdam, 1946) was reoccupied at 
three sites, Ocean City, Oysterville, and Rilea. 
CPS surveys were conducted between ±1.5 hrs from high tide to provide overlap with the 
sub-aerial beach topography surveyed at low tide. Sampling methods were designed to resolve 
alongshore length scales of 0 (300 m) to 0 (1 km) and cross-shore length scales 0(5 m) to 
0(1km). The CPS profiles were sampled approximately every 3-5 m in the cross-shore and 
spaced 150 m apart over 2-3 km in the alongshore extending from 1 m water depth at high tide to 
12 m depth. The 12 m depth contour was established as a reasonable offshore profile limit based 
on the calculations in Table MA from the equations for depth of closure presented in section 
111.1.4.3.  Although the Hallermeier (1981) equations (2 and 3) yield a more conservative closure 
depth, the modified equations (4 and 5) were developed based on a much more extensive set of 
field data (Birkemeier, 1985) and provide a satisfactory estimate of the annual limit of profile 
variability. However, the actual offshore limit of CPS surveys varied depending on conditions 
and in fact was dictated by operator safety. At this time, the CPS is limited to operation in water 
shallower than 15 m. 67 
Table MA Depth of closures calculated for the wave climate of the Columbia River 
Littoral Cell from the original and modified Hallermeier equations. 
Equation  h,  H  T  a 
(2)  16.25  8  15 
(3)  16.93  2.04  9.46  1.17 
(4)  12.32  8  15 
(5)  12.56  8 
111.3.2 Data Collection 
In Chapter II a detailed description of the CPS operation was provided. Modifications for 
the SWCES were also mentioned and are reiterated here. When the CPS was initially designed 
the transducer for the echo-sounder was on the center line at the lowest point in the hull of the 
Waverunner (Figure 11.4). To reduce the possibility for error the transducer was subsequently 
moved to position 2, horizontally co-located with the GPS antenna with a vertical offset of Az = 
0.85 m. 
111.3.2.1 Techniques 
During the ground truth testing of the CPS at SandyDuck '97, operation procedures were 
dependent on the infrastructure of FRF. New controls on surveying, additional personal, and 
safety procedures had to be developed to complete nearshore bathymetric data collection on the 
Washington and Oregon coasts. At each survey site the GPS base station was located over a 
known geodetic control point with known position. Prior to launching, a minimum of two control 
points were surveyed with the GPS on the Coastal Profiling System for data precision checks. 
Due to the remoteness and extreme forcing on CRLC beaches, a minimum of four people 
were required to complete the nearshore surveying procedures of the CPS. Two Waverunners, 
one equipped with the CPS and the other as water-based support, were launched and operated by 68 
one crew member per vehicle. After launching, two additional crew members maintained visual 
contact, provided onshore radio support, and set range poles on the beach to align shore 
perpendicular transects. Using three poles for sighting, cross-shore profiles were surveyed 
beginning in deep water moving towards the beach. Although the CPS continually collects data, 
beach profiles have only been derived from measurements taken while driving onshore, as seen 
by the CPS track lines in Figure 111.2 at Ocean City, WA covering approximately 3.5 km in the 
longshore and 2 km in the cross-shore. 
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Figure 111.2 A CPS survey conducted at Ocean City, WA over three days in July 1998 
displays the variability in data density as a result of climate conditions. 69 
111.3.2.2 Environmental Controls 
Four to five days were allotted for each survey site, however adequate survey conditions 
existed on a maximum of three days per site. Table 111.2 shows the significant wave height and 
period, wind, temperature and salinity data, gathered from the NDBC 3-meter discus buoy at the 
Columbia River Bar and the CDIP Waverider buoy in Grays Harbor, WA (Figure III.1). The 
wave measurements reported from these buoys are in relatively deep water at 62 and 43 m 
respectively. The April 1998 Ocean City survey is an exception; Temperature and salinity data at 
this location were measured by Joan Oltman-Shay and Northwest Research Associates (NWRA) 
during an experiment of opportunity. The environmental data for each site were selected based 
on the proximity of the survey area to the respective buoys as indicated in Table 111.2. However, 
since the Grays Harbor buoy does not provide wind measurements, wind data for all sites was 
recorded from the Columbia River Bar buoy. 
The summer nearshore survey campaign of the morphology monitoring program 
provided the opportunity to survey in a range of wave and wind conditions. Environmental 
conditions affect the density and precision of depth measurements. The increase in the turbulence 
of the air-sea interface from "wind-chop" often decreased the echo-sounder capability to obtain 
an accurate reading. Wind effects were more significant when combined with appreciable ocean 
wave heights. As the significant wave height approached 2 m and wave periods decreased survey 
time increased and became physically challenging due to steep breaking waves within the surf 
zone. 
Figure 111.2 demonstrates the variation of data density based on survey conditions at 
Ocean City, WA on July 21, 22, and 23, 1998. Although the largest waves occurred on July 23rd, 
the combination of moderate winds and medium waves on July 22 nd had a greater affect on the 
penetration of the acoustic signal. This is demonstrated by the large data gaps along the transect 
lines where measurements could not be obtained. It should be noted that the reported wave 
heights are in intermediate to deep water and the conditions seen by the CPS operator can be 
vastly different. The transect lines on the 22nd do not extend as far offshore as the other survey 
days as a result of visually reported large swell and occasional breaking waves at 8 m depth, a 
distance of 1.2 km offshore. The highest winds occurred on July 21, but the slightly lower wave 
heights reduced the turbulence of the sea surface and provided the best measurements for that 
site. 70 
Table 111.2 The environmental conditions measured along the Columbia River Littoral Cell during 
the 1998 nearshore survey campaign. 
Site  Wave  Wind  Temp ( °C)  S (psu)  Igrays,CDIP  'Columbia I 
Date  Hs (m)  I Dir ( °N) I  Ts (sec)  speed (m/s) I  Dir ( °N) 
Ocean Cit  , WA
 
4/28/98  1.74  272  9  NA  NA  12.48  31.1
 
4/29/98  1.31  274  10  NA  NA  12.07  31.81
 
7/21/98  1.36  283  7.5  8.5  324  14.8  32  X
 
7/22/98  1.5  282  8.4  6.8  332  14  32  X
 
7/23/98  1.62  294  7.7  4.8  316  13.3  32  X
 
10/11/981  1.521  2831  1351  131  311  X  1 8.11  1 
Grayland, WA 
7/15/98  1.71  236  7.6  4.5  164  15  32  X 
7/16/98  1.2  243  7.4  2.4  242  15.2  32  X 
Rilea, OR 
7/28/98  1.21  310  7  1.1  244  17.5  31  X 
7/30/98  1.72  304  6.2  5.7  298  16.5  31  X 
Oysterville  WA 
8/3/98  0.96  311  5.2  4.8  346  16.6  32  X 
8/4/98  1.29  346  4.5  9.2  340  16.7  32  X 
8/5/98  0.9  205  6.2  2.1  192  17.9  32  X 
Ft Canby 
8/6/98  1.56  264  5.5  6.3  336  16  31  X 
8/7/98  1.54  318  5.4  1.3  243  16.7  31  X 
10/9/98  1.9  284  6.7  2.5  153  13.4  30  X 
10/10/98  1.47  267  5.3  7.5  138  12.8  30  X 
On the Pacific Northwest coasts, the summer time usually brings higher air temperatures 
yet cooler waters due to upwelling. On some days the presence of fog eliminated the possibility 
of surveying, or reduced the length of the survey lines to a visual distance from shore. The 
climate conditions also had an affect on the beach profiles and the resolution of sand bars. 
The variation in density of measurements across the bars was primarily a result of wind 
and wave conditions. The three nearshore profiles in Figure 111.3 were surveyed at different 
locations under a range of climate conditions during July and August. The wave heights and 
wind speeds at Grayland and Rilea were similar 0 (1.7 m) and 0 (4-6 m/s), but the wind was 
coming from opposing directions out of the S-SE at Grayland and the W-NW at Rilea (Table 
111.2). 71 
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Figure 111.3 The surveys conducted at Grayland, WA, Rilea, OR, and Ocean City, WA 
demonstrate the variability among nearshore profiles within the Columbia River Littoral 
Cell. Each profile exhibits a different degree of data density based on survey conditions. 
The origin of the coordinate system is justified to 1 NAVD88 m. 72 
As a result the depth measurements at Rilea are sparse compared to the density of 
measurements at Gray land. Although the significant wave height of 1.36 m at Ocean City was 
considerably smaller than these two sites, the N-NW winds at speeds of 8.5 m/s resulted in 
significant loss of shallow data and created difficulty in resolving the vertical elevation of the bar 
crest and the landward trough. The combination of winds out of the west blowing onshore and 
wave heights over 1 m at Rilea and Ocean City had the greatest influence on decreasing the data 
density by 25-45% of the total measurements. 
111.4 Results 
The four sub-cells of the Columbia River Littoral cell, though similar in sediment 
characteristics and slope, exhibit different nearshore morphology characteristics. Nearshore 
profiles merged with the sub-aerial beach profiles and surface maps quantify mean slopes and bar 
morphology within the four sub-cells. The Fort Canby survey less than 200 m north of a jetty is 
discussed as somewhat of an anomaly. To understand the profile response to incident wave 
conditions, profiles measured seasonally are compared at two sites. The historic evolution of the 
beach profile at three sites is evaluated from the repeated Bascom profile locations. 
111.4.1 Cross-shore profile characteristics 
The surveys conducted by the Coastal Profiling System during the summer months of 
July and August at all five sites serve as the baseline for future comparison. The range of 
morphologic variability observed within the littoral cell is broadly represented by the three 
individual nearshore profiles in Figure 111.3. The nearshore and beach profiles presented show an 
extreme vertical exaggeration to emphasize subtle variations in the morphology. The presence of 
multiple bars illustrated by the Grayland profile was common at several of the survey sites. 
However, in comparison to the Rilea and Ocean City profile it is evident that bar morphology 
ranged in height and volume. Bar height is defined as the vertical difference between a bar crest 
and the landward trough. Sand bar volumes are measured by the area under the bar crest from the 
landward trough to the seaward trough. In the Ocean City profile the bars are not well defined, 73 
especially landward of the 2 m depth contour as a result of low data density. Sand bar statistics 
will be further discussed in section 111.4.1.2. 
Poor resolution of the swash zone (+1 to 1 NAVD 88 m) as a result of high wave and/or 
wind conditions also hindered the connection of nearshore profiles to sub-aerial beach profiles. 
The CPS nearshore profiles were coupled with sub-aerial profiles, setting the origin of the 
coordinate system at the +1 m contour approximately equal to mean sea level (MSL). The 
resulting beach profiles were averaged across a 1 km alongshore distance to produce a spatial 
mean profile at each of the five survey sites. In Figure 111.4 an alongshore-averaged beach profile 
from each site represents the variability of bar location and foreshore slopes between sub-cells 
within the Columbia River Littoral Cell. 
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Figure 111.4 The five survey regions are represented by a 1 km alongshore-averaged 
profile. The coordinate system has been adjusted to x=0.0 at z=1.0 NAVD88 m. The 
variation in morphology and slope demonstrates the variability within the Columbia 
River Littoral Cell. 74 
111.4.1.1 Nearshore slope 
To represent the basic shape of the profile, the alongshore-averaged profiles were fit to an 
equilibrium profile (equation (6), Figure III.5a). 
k = AXm  (6) 
The shape factor, A and the exponent, m were calculated through a least squares fit by the Gauss-
Newton method and are given in Table 111.3. The equilibrium profiles at Oysterville and Ocean 
2/ 
City closely fit the widely accepted AX /3 curve. However, Gray land and Rilea exhibit a more 
3/
linear shape closer to AX 1 4 .  Fort Canby is anomalous with the most concave shape and a best 
fit profile with an exponent of m=0.5617. The shape factors, A, appears to be inversely related to 
the exponents with the highest exponent corresponding to the lowest shape factor. 
A 1 km slope, spanning from 0 m and 1000 m cross-shore, (Figure 111.4) was calculated 
from the equilibrium mean profile. Ocean City exhibits the shallowest slope (0.0067) and Ft 
Canby has the steepest (0.0089) (Table 111.3). Although, Fort Canby exhibits the steepest 1 km 
slope, the slope of the profile flattens beyond 1 km offshore as demonstrated by the 
approximate AX1/2, equilibrium profile fit and the 1.5 km slope, decreasing the overall nearshore 
slope at that site to 0.0075. The equilibrium profile shape and resulting 1 km slopes are 
influenced by the presence of sand bars and may change with temporal changes in morphology. 
The 1 km and 1.5 km slope at Grayland is in the middle of the range of slopes for the sub-cells 
with values of 0.0079 and 0.0073, but remains fairly steep offshore with the most linear 
equilibrium profile (m=0.7891). At Oysterville the 1 km and 1.5 km slopes vary the greatest from 
0.0073 to 0.0064 as a result of the presence of the large outer bar near 1 km offshore. The shape 
parameter can also provide a measure of profile slope, but no strong correlation is found between 
A and the nearshore slopes for these surveys. 
A foreshore slope is calculated from the actual beach profiles rather than the equilibrium 
profile, since one of the characteristics of AX m is an infinite slope at the shoreline (1.0 NAVD88 
m in this case as seen in Figure III.5a). The average of the individual beach profiles for each sub-
cell is presented in Table 111.3. A similar trend in slopes is seen on the foreshore, 13(fs), calculated 
between 1.0 and 3.0 m where wave run-up usually influences the profile. Again, Fort Canby has 75 
the steepest slope (foreshore) with a value of 0.034 and Ocean City is the flattest ((3(fs)=-0.0013). 
At Gray land, the foreshore slope of 0.0015 is similar to Ocean City, but much shallower than the 
other sub-cells that exhibit similar nearshore slopes (Oysterville, Rilea). 
111.4.1.2 Identification of sand bars 
Sand bars are identified based on the smoothed deviation profile from h (Plant, 1998). 
h' = h  fi  (7) 
Figure III.5b is an example of the deviation profile, h  ,  from Oysterville. The presence of a sand 
bar is indicated by a zero-down-crossing in the deviation profile, marking the change from a 
positive to negative anomaly, that is, the seaward flank of the bar. The position of the bar on the 
profile is identified as a local profile maximum at the bar crest (zero in slope), hbc , and measured 
relative to 0.0 NAVD 88 m at the cross-shore position xbc  .  Likewise, the trough occurs as a 
local minimum, hbt , also determined from the local profile slope (Figure 111.5). With these 
parameters the height of the sand bar, Hb, and the length, Lb, are derived from the deviation 
profile. 
Hb=h1:chb't]  (8) 
Lb = Xbti  Xbt2  (9) 
Where hbc and hbt, are the vertical deviations from the mean at the bar crest and the trough 
landward of the crest respectively. The length of the bar is measured between the cross-shore 
positions, x, of the landward and the seaward troughs, bti and bt2. The volume of sediment per 
meter longshore contained in a bar, V, , from the landward trough to the seaward trough was also 
calculated from the deviation profile, where xj are discrete cross-shore positions (spaced at 1 m) 
and h j is the anomaly from the equilibrium at that position. 
Vt =  hjAxj  (10) 
j=br, 76 
Table 111.3 Results of equilibrium profile fit and sand bar identification methods to quantify the 
variability between sub-cells. 
Site  profile  Sand bar statistics 
A  m  13(fs)  I3(1km)  13(1.51(m)  bar #  x 1,,  hbc.  Hb  Lb  Vi 
Ocean City  0.031  0.699  0.013  0.0067  0.0059  1  -326  -1.36  0.731  596.7  423.4 
2  -750  -4.30  0.845  352.7  99.1 
3  -1215  -6.60  0.203  553.9  48.0 
Grayland  0.027  0.789  0.015  0.0079  0.0073  1  -50  0.76  0.566  232.7  130.0 
2  -342  -2.14  0.666  225.8  105.2 
3  -567  -3.81  1.145  949.1  534.9 
Oysterville  0.037  0.660  0.024  0.0073  0.0064  1  -175  -0.45  1.076  429.5  429.5 
2  -613  -3.79  1.602  359.0  359.0 
3  -1088  -6.32  1.249  409.0  409.0 
Fort Canby  0.039  0.562  0.034  0.0089  0.0075  1  -157  -0.74  1.417  217.3  217.3 
2  -426  -4.11  0.962  322.2  322.2 
Rilea  0.030  0.780  0.021  0.0084  0.077  1  -90  0.38  0.797  164.2  193.6 
2  -244  -1.12  1.132  184.2  126.4 
3  -516  -3.17  1.913  317.1  208.8 
4  -887  -6.46  0.412  647.4  141.1 
In Table 111.3 the bars are numbered 1-4 starting at the sub-aerial beach and moving 
offshore. A minimum of two well-defined sand bars were present at all five survey sites. A bar 
that is positioned between the +1 m and -1 m elevation contours is defined as a swash bar. The 
next bar offshore (bar #2) is the inner bar, followed by an outer bar (bar #3). Bars #2 and #3 at 
Rilea will be considered inner bars, and bar #4 as the outer bar. With the exception of Ocean 
City, there is consistently a swash bar located between +0.76 and -0.74 m NAVD 88 and 50 to 
175 m from the shoreline (1.0 m NAVD 88). Four of the five sites also exhibit inner and outer 
bars. Fort Canby is anomalous with only two bars, a swash bar and an inner bar. At three of the 
five locations the outer bar position is approximately -6.5 m NAVD88. The sand bars range in 
height from 0.2 to almost 2 m, in length from 164 to 949 m and in volume from 48 to 535 m3/m. 
The position of the highest bar, yet not largest in volume, is between the 3 and 4.3 m 
depth contours at all four sub-cell characteristic sites, Ocean City, Grayland, Oysterville, and 
Rilea. Again, Fort Canby is the anomaly with the larger bar falling in a depth of 0.74 m. 77 
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Figure 111.5 (a) The alongshore-averaged profile at Oysterville, WA fit to the AX m equilibrium 
profile. (b) The smoothed deviation profiles give an estimate of the anomalies from the 
equilibrium (mean) profiles and provide an objective method to measure sand bar 
characteristics. 78 
There is a slight trend in decreasing bar heights with increasing depths as illustrated in Figure 
111.6. However, no consistent trend is seen in bar volumes; two sites increase, two sites decrease 
and the fifth fluctuates in volume from the swash bar to the outer bar. 
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Figure 111.6 An illustration of the bar height vs. the depth at the crest for all five sites to 
demonstrate a slight decreasing trend with increasing depth. 
The suggested trend in increasing bar height with depth is less obvious from the mean bar 
statistics. In Table 111.4, the cross-shore position of the crest, depth of the crest, bar height, bar 
length, and bar volumes are averaged for the swash, inner, and outer bars as defined previously 
by bar number. The inner bar has the largest mean height, but the smallest volume. Although the 
outer bar is the lowest in relief, it is substantially wider, or larger in length, and slightly larger in 
volume than the inner bar and swash bar. The swash bar may be overestimated in height, length, 79 
and volume as a result of an additional low relief inner bar lying close to shore and appearing to 
merge with the true swash bar. The suggestion of the existence of 2 bars above the 2 m depth 
contour in Figure III.5a is depicted as a single swash bar in the deviation profile (Figure III.5b). 
Table 111.4 The mean statistics for the swash, inner, and outer 
sand bars within the CRLC 
Xbe  I  hbe  Hb  Lb  VI 
swash  -118  -0.012  0.964  260.9  242.6 
inner  -459.6  -2.855  1.121  336.8  234.9 
outer  -939.3  -5.797  0.752  639.8  283.2 
111.4.2 Alongshore variability 
To quantify gradients in the alongshore morphology, the CLAMMER and the CPS data 
have been merged, resulting in the 3-d view of the Oysterville study site shown in Figure 111.7. 
The survey was conducted in July 1998 covering 2.5 km in the cross-shore and almost 4 km in 
the longshore (Figure III.7a). Note Table 111.2 lists favorable conditions recorded at the 
Columbia River Bar, lis =0.9-1.3 m, Ts = 4.5-6.25 s, and wind speed = 2.1-9.2 m/s, during the 
Oysterville survey, but not necessarily optimal. Oysterville is approximately equidistant from the 
Grays Harbor and Columbia River bar buoys and conditions reported by the field crew were 
milder than indicated by the buoy measurements. Figure III.7b shows a linearly uniform outer 
bar, remnant of the large storms of the winter season, and a crescentic inner bar with a 
wavelength 0 (1500 m). The dynamic region between the 3 and 1 m contour does not exhibit 
distinct patterns of morphology, but leads onshore to the shorter scaled rhythmic cuspate shape of 
the beach face. However, the gridding scheme is constant for the entire map, so the beach 
morphology is not well resolved. 80 
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Figure 111.7 (a) The region surveyed to produce bathymetry at Oysterville, WA. (b) The 
combined topographic and bathymetric map of Oysterville, WA surveyed in August 1998. 
The coordinates are in Washington State Plane South referenced to NAD 83 m in the 
horizontal and NAVD 88m in the vertical. The tick marks are separated by 1000 m Northing 
(longshore) and 500 m Easting (cross-shore). 81 
Individual beach profiles indicate that the Oysterville site exhibits the largest gradients in 
alongshore morphology. For the summer survey campaign at Gray land, Ocean City, and Rilea 
the morphology exhibited in the alongshore-averaged profile is relatively continuous in the 
longshore demonstrated by a minimum of six individual beach profiles. Fort Canby and 
Oysterville both fall within the Long Beach sub-cell, but exhibit very different characteristics. 
The Columbia River estuary, a major port, has a series of jetties at the mouth of the river. 
North of the northern most jetty is Fort Canby State Park, located at the southern extent of the 
Long-beach sub-cell. Figure III.8b illustrates the effects of the jetty on the bathymetry surveyed 
over a 1 km by 1 km region (Figure II.8a) at Fort Canby in October 1998. This region has a 
relatively steep foreshore slope 0 (1:30), but quickly flattens out to 1:100 on the shoreface as is 
seen in the alongshore-averaged profile (Figure 111.4). The North jetty lies at the approximate 
Northing (cross-shore) position of 1.102 x 105 NAD 83 m, approximately 250 m south of the 
southern end of the survey. The profiles closest to the jetty exhibit an almost concave shape 
absent of bars or troughs. Earlier surveys and 1997/1998 sub-aerial beach surface maps have 
demonstrated that this is the most rapidly eroding area in this small pocket beach. However, 
moving north, a longshore bar gradually develops with increasing amplitude, more typical of the 
Long Beach sub-cell. 
111.4.3 Temporal variability 
111.4.3.1 Seasonal variability 
Repeated nearshore profiles, separated by three months in 1998, reveal the morphologic 
variability at two spatial locations. Three beach profiles surveyed by the CLAMMER and the 
CPS at Ocean City at the same location measured during April, July, and October 1998 and are 
shown in Figure 111.9. Possibly due to large wave conditions prior to April an outer bar just under 
2 m in relief from crest to trough was formed. Moving into summer there is a lowering of the 
outer bar crest as it moves onshore with deposition in the trough. There is a brief appearance of 
an inner bar 0 (0.5 m) in height in July and a scouring of the lower foreshore slope, although data 
is sparse between 2.0 and 0.0 NAVD88 m. The outer bar continues to decrease in amplitude 
with movement onshore between July and October and the trough becomes only weakly defined. 82 
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Figure 111.8  (a) A plan view of the surveyed region by the CPS at Fort Canby and (b) the 
resulting bathymetry to demonstrate morphologic variability near a jetty. 83 
In the fall the inner bar crest is no longer apparent and there is suggestion of progradation to the 
spring position between 2 and 3 NAVD88 m. No appreciable change in profiles is seen 
beyond the 7 m depth contour. 
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Figure 111.9 The seasonal comparison of beach profiles surveyed at Ocean City, WA during April, 
July, and October 1998 by the CLAMMER and the CPS. 
Seasonal comparisons for two additional Ocean City profiles just north of the profiles at 
199515 Northing NAD 83 m (Figure 111.9) demonstrate the same outer bar behavior. However, in 
the October profiles, there is a remnant of the inner bar formed between the April and July 
surveys. As a result of wave and weather conditions, a more extensive seasonal comparison to 
assess alongshore variations at Ocean City is not available. 84 
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Figure III.10 Two sets of nearshore profiles, with the origin at the 2 m elevation contour, 
surveyed by the CPS and the CLAMMER at Fort Canby, WA to provide a seasonal 
comparison between August and October. Profile (a) is 1000 m to the North and profile 
(b) is in close proximity to the North jetty of the Columbia River . 
Two sub-aerial beach and nearshore profiles surveyed in July 1998 spaced 1 km apart 
were repeated at Fort Canby in October. The profile in the top frame of Figure III.10 lies 
approximately 600 m north of the North Jetty and as a result exhibits characteristics 
representative of the influence of the jetty on the bathymetry as discussed in section 111.4.2. In 
August the steep nearshore slope is approximately 1:50 and slightly concave. There are very 
subtle suggestions of two wide bars and two narrow troughs in the 4-8 m depth range. As the 
profile flattens and increases in depth between August and October the lower foreshore between 1 
and 4 m depths accretes shoreward. The profile in the lower frame, 1000 m to the north, exhibits 
a more obvious sand bar migration pattern. Similar to Ocean City, the outer bar and trough 
migrates onshore with a slight lowering of the bar crest and filling of the trough. There is an 
indication of steepening through accretion on the lower foreshore. Additional profile 85 
comparisons between August and October range between the extremes in Figure III.10. From 
south to north from the jetty, the appearance of a bar and onshore bar migration becomes more 
evident. All comparisons exhibit the shoreward accretion of the lower foreshore moving into the 
fall. 
111.4.3.2 A historic comparison 
The 1998 surveys by the Coastal Profiling System are compared to the previously 
existing data set of beach profiles from the 1940s (Bascom, 1954) to determine the historical 
evolution of the beach profile. Figure III.11 provides a depiction of shoreline and nearshore 
profile change over the last 50 years at 3 locations along the Washington coast. The Bascom data 
was originally collected and reported in MLLW and has been adjusted to the land based datum 
discussed earlier. Corrections for the horizontal offsets between subsequent profiles were done in 
two ways: (1) In aerial photographs with the locations of the Bascom profiles and scale bars 
overlaid on the photos, features were identified (bridges, road intersections) and surveyors in the 
field would locate these features using GPS techniques. The profile origins were then located and 
surveys performed. (2) This technique was checked via shoreline change rates calculated 
between the early 1950's and 1995 (Kaminsky et al., in press) for the appropriate profile line. 
These rates were then applied to the time interval between the Bascom surveys and the 1998 CPS 
surveys. The 2.0 m contour (approximately MHW along the cell and therefore approximately the 
definition of the shoreline used in the shoreline change analysis) was then shifted until the 1945 
data and the 1998 data were properly aligned. 
These profile comparisons confirm the progradation of the foreshore and a gain in 
elevation across the profile (Figure III.11). The multiple bar profiles and similar beach slopes 
between the early surveys and present at all three locations demonstrates common morphologic 
behavior over the fifty year period. At Ocean City there are fewer sand bars in the 1998 data set, 
but at Oysterville the similarity in the locations of the bars is striking. A significant gain in 
volumes is clear at Ocean City and Oysterville, but less obvious at Rilea. 86 
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Figure III.11 1998 beach profiles at (a) Ocean City and (b) Oysterville and (c) Rilea compared to 
the survey data collected by Bascom et al.in the 1940s depicting the progradation of the 
Washington coast. 87 
111.5 Discussion 
The nearshore profiles and bathymetry surveyed in 1998 along the Oregon and 
Washington coasts quantified equilibrium profile shapes and nearshore slopes. Objective tests to 
define sand bar morphology had two possible sources of error; local deviations from the mean 
profile were too small to clearly identify bar parameters, or the sample spacing of the data did not 
accurately represent the existing morphology. 
As a result of the general concavity of the equilibrium beach profiles, slopes decrease 
offshore, and become infinite at the shoreline (1 m elevation contour). Therefore, the 
measurement of absolute local minimums indicating the position of the most seaward and most 
landward bar troughs, was not always possible. User-intervention in the automated bar 
identification process was sometimes required to locate the seaward trough prior to the end of the 
profile. However, to maintain objectivity, the trough located landward of the swash bar crest was 
not altered. At Oysterville, the automated process identified the swash bar as the most landward 
bar with a crest position at 0.45 m depth, but an additional bar crest is distinctly apparent at 
approximately 1 m elevation in Figure III.5a. However, the data is sparse in this region and this 
possible inner swash bar did not meet the zero-down-crossing criteria in the deviation profile 
(Figure III.5b) that ensures an identifiable crest existed. As a result, the statistics for the swash 
bars may be overestimated and represent the combination of two bars. 
111.5.1 Sampling Errors 
The sampling scheme of the SWCES morphology monitoring program nearshore survey 
campaign attempts to quantify much of the spatial variability of nearshore morphology within the 
Columbia River Littoral cell. A 2-3 km region at each site was surveyed over a 2-3 day period 
during the months of July and August 1998. This survey region was adequate to produce 
alongshore-averaged beach profiles that were continuously sampled through the surf zone 
providing overlap of the sub-aerial beach at four of the five sites. Ocean City was the exception, 
where large waves and high wind conditions persisted for all three survey days in July. As a 
result the alongshore-averaged profile did not connect with the sub-aerial beach profile (Figure 88 
111.4). This sampling problem may have corrupted the sand bar statistics for Ocean City in Table 
111.3. Bar #1 at Ocean City was located at 1.36 NAVD 88 m, anomalous to the description of 
bar #1 as a swash bar at the other four survey locations. However, the sparse data between the +1 
and 1 m contours at Ocean City precluded the location of a bar crest in that region. As a result 
the presence of the bar was reliably confirmed through the zero-down crossings in the deviation, 
but it is likely that a false bar position was measured. Additional survey days to conduct 
measurements when the wave conditions improved could have resolved this sampling density 
problem. 
During the October surveys, weather and wave conditions lengthened survey time and 
decreased the number of cross-shore profiles measured. At Fort Canby and Ocean City wave 
heights approaching 2 m increased the profile survey time to almost 30 minutes per profile as a 
result of difficulty maneuvering the CPS through the surf zone. The October nearshore surveys 
provided seasonal profile comparisons in Figures 111.9 and III.10 to depict the cross-shore 
morphologic variability. However, the spatial extent of the data limited the quantification of 
longshore variability. Although these comparisons contribute to our limited understanding of 
sand bar migration in the Pacific Northwest, a more densely sampled time series is required. 
111.5.2 Future Work 
It is recommended that quarterly surveys be conducted throughout the life of the SWCES 
at all five survey locations. A minimum of three days should be provided to re-survey the 2-3 km 
longshore distance of each sub-cell. Care should be taken to repeat the full extent of the 
originally surveyed profiles. In addition, longer survey lines may be required to quantify the 
offshore limits of profile variability. By increasing the spatial and temporal scales of this data set, 
a more complete understanding of nearshore bar dynamics, sediment budgets, and depth of 
closure estimates can be made. 
The inner and outer bar statistics for the CRLC have been averaged for all five sites and 
are compared to the bar statistics for Duck, NC, averaged over 11 years (Larson and Kraus, 
1994), in Table 111.5. The inner and outer bars within the CRLC and at Duck vary similarly with 
a taller inner bar and a wider outer bar, but without significant volume differences. Although the 89 
bar heights are only 0.2-0.35 m larger for the CRLC, the lengths and volumes are almost an order 
of magnitude greater. It appears as though the sand bars on the Washington coast occur in deeper 
water than at Duck, but a difference in the origin of the coordinate systems may misrepresent this 
statistic. The Duck coordinate system is referenced to NGVD 29 m (within 0.25 m of MSL) with 
0.0 m at 0 m cross-shore, while the CRLC vertical coordinates are referenced to NAVD 88 m and 
the origin is set at the 1.0 m elevation contour (approximately MSL). Therefore it is suggested 
that both CRLC bars occur in deeper water than at Duck, and the difference may only be slightly 
exaggerated. The contrast in bar statistics further emphasizes the morphologic variability 
between these two beaches. 
Table 111.5 The mean bar statistics of the CRLC compared to Duck, NC 
(Larson and Kraus, 1994). 
atatist 
Depth to crest (m)  2.86  1.6  5.80  3.8 
Position (m)  460  215  939  410 
Height (m)  1.12  0.9  0.75  0.4 
Length (m)  337  95  640  170 
Volume (m3/m)  235  45  283  45 
A summary of the mean and observed morphologic characteristics and scales of forcing for 
the CRLC are presented in Table 111.6. The long term data sets at Duck, NC and the central 
Dutch coast are provided for comparison (Ruggiero et al., 1998). Based on these data sets, 
models have been formulated to predict shoreline evolution in response to wave forcing. The 
scales of forcing are compared to determine the applicability of these models to the CRLC. The 
Dutch coast exhibits dissipative beach and nearshore slopes similar to the CRLC, but has a 
significantly lower energy wave climate. The beach at Duck, NC is in the intermediate range with 
steeper slopes and larger median grain sizes than in the CRLC. Accurate beach profile 
measurements are an important input into coastal change models and will continue to be collected 
to adapt these models to the Columbia River Littoral Cell. 90 
Table 111.6 The scales of environmental forcing and morphologic change for three coasts 
(adapted from Ruggiero et al., 1998 and updated for the current CRLC data). 
Parameter  Range  Mean (CRLC)  Duck, NC  Dutch coast 
(CRLC) 
Hs (m)  1.0-8.0  2.0  1.1  1.2 
T (s)  5.0-20.0  11.0  8.4  5.0 
Tide (m)  2.0-4.0  3.0  1.5  1.6 
13 (foreshore)  0.01-0.095  0.02  0.1  0.03 
13 (nearshore)  0.0067-0.0089  0.0078  0.01  0.0065-0.017 
D50 (mm)  0.13-0.23  0.18  0.5  0.26 
Bar Height (m)  0.20-1.91  0.96  0.9  2.0 
111.6 Conclusions 
The Coastal Profiling System was used to quantify medium to large scale coastal 
morphology at five locations within the Columbia River Littoral Cell. Profiles were averaged in 
the alongshore to represent the mean characteristics of each survey region. The equilibrium 
shape of the profiles, depicted as a power law fit, varied between shape parameters of 0.027 to 
0.39 and exponents of 0.562-0.789. In addition, the 1 km nearshore slopes of 0.0067 and 0.0089 
and 1.5 km slopes, 0.0059-0.0075 did not correlate to the variations in the shape parameters. 
Although the slopes ranged between sub-cells, all five sites exhibit the characteristics of a 
dissipative beach with shallow slopes and wide surf zones. The multiple bar profile commonly 
occurring on dissipative beaches was also observed across the sub-cells of the CRLC. Sand bars 
ranged in height from 0.20 to 1.91 m, in length from 164 to 949 m, in volume from 48 to 535 
m3/m, and in position between +0.76 and -6.6 NAVD 88 m and -50 to -1215 m cross-shore. The 
largest bars in relief were located between 3 and 4.5 m depths at four of the five sites 
The alongshore variation in bar morphology was depicted by the bathymetric surveys at 
Oysterville (Figure 111.8) and Fort Canby (Figure 111.9), WA. The uniform outer bar measured at 
Oysterville was commonly seen across the region. However, the crescentic inner bar was unique 
to this site. One possible explanation for the formation of this rhythmic morphology is the action 
of low frequency motions in the nearshore that have been measured at other locations on the 
Washington coast (Oltman-Shay et al., 1998). In addition, the highly three-dimensional sub­
aqueous morphology, shallower than 3 m, emphasizes the dynamic nature of these beaches. 91 
The morphology measured at Fort Canby is rather simplified. The concave beach absent 
of bars close to the jetty is possibly a result of wave focusing due to the presence of the structure 
and persisting rip currents along the jetty. Further to the north a bar slowly emerges in the 
nearshore morphology. Sub-aerial beach surface maps onshore of the unbarred topography have 
demonstrated rapid erosion. Since the sand bars act as a buffer to dissipate wave energy, the 
presence of this erosion "hotspot" may be attributed to alongshore gradients in the nearshore 
morphology. 
Isolated spots of erosion, or "hotspots" have been a recently occurring phenomena within 
the CRLC. Historically however, this region has been accretionary as shown in Figure III.11. 
The comparison of 1998 CPS surveys to beach profiles collected in the 1940s (Bascom, 1954; 
Kraus et al., 1996; Komar, 1978) demonstrated 2 m elevation gains across the nearshore region 
and progradation of the beach face. 
The seasonal responses in two of the sub-cells is demonstrated through the comparison of 
beach profiles separated by 3 months. There is a general trend of onshore bar migration and 
decay from summer to fall. In addition, the shoreward accretion of the lower foreshore slope 
further suggests onshore sediment transport. In comparison to the classic summer-winter profile 
theory, there seems to be a lag time associated with the profile development in the CRLC. Bar 
formation occurs through July at Ocean City and the wider beach, steeper foreshore 
characteristics of summer did not appear until after late July or early August. The large scale 
forcing of El Niiio in the winter of 1997/1998 producing above normal mean wave heights, mean 
periods, and water levels may have influenced the bar morphology and seasonal response at these 
sites. Further surveys are required to understand the seasonal morphologic variability along the 
CRLC. 92 
CHAPTER IV DISCUSSION 
The accuracy of sub-aqueous profile measurements from the Coastal Profiling System 
was determined through a comparison of nearshore bathymetry surveys conducted by the CRAB. 
The root mean square error of the vertical bias of the CPS with respect to the CRAB is 4.6 cm, 
while the CRAB measurements have a standard deviation of approximately 3-5 cm. This poses 
the question of how to differentiate the error between the CPS and the CRAB. Since the CRAB 
is widely accepted as the most accurate nearshore surveying system, a comparison of the system 
through alternate ground truth data is not currently feasible. As a result, the standard deviation of 
CRAB measurements are estimated from repeated survey lines over short time scales 0 (1 hr). 
There is a possibility that the standard deviations demonstrated in the CPS are representative of 
measurement error by the CRAB relative to the true depth. 
The CRAB has difficulty resolving the trough and crest of sand bars as a result of its size 
and configuration. Since measurements are averaged over the 9 m footprint, from the rear wheels 
to the front wheel, the CRAB may not be resolving short scale cross-shore gradients in the 
morphology. The cross-shore sample spacing of the CPS is shorter than the CRAB and may 
resolve smaller scale features, which would further affect the standard deviations from the bias 
betWeen the two systems. 
IV.1 Benefits and Limitations of the Coastal Profiling System 
The Coastal Profiling System is primarily limited by the resolution and reliability of the 
acoustic echo-sounder. Although the echo-sounder being used is broad beam, a significant angle 
of boat tilt (>15°) may result in measurement of deeper than actual water depths. Collection of 
onshore transect data only reduces tilt in the surf zone, but significant changes in tilt can still 
occur when a wave passes through the boat. The boat accelerates, pitching forward on the steep 
face of a wave, and decelerates on the back side. A multi-beam echo-sounder may reduce the 
errors associated with tilt. 93 
The echo-sounder may detect a false bottom due to bubbles, sediment clouds or stray 
clumps of vegetation. High winds causing "chop" on the sea surface can also attenuate the echo-
sounder signal. An adjustable gain would improve signal attenuation and decrease the frequency 
of false depth measurements. 
Although dissipative beaches are known for their high-energy wave climate they tend to 
have a wider surf zone and larger tidal fluctuations. Conversely, intermediate to reflective 
beaches are characterized by smaller waves with narrow surf zones. Although the large tidal 
fluctuations on dissipative beaches allow the most overlap with the sub-aerial beach, the extent of 
the survey is partially dependent on driver maneuverability. Personal watercrafts such as the 
Waverunner have been operated on a variety of coastal environments for a range of applications, 
including surf rescue. Since operation of the vehicle is not wave height dependent, experience in 
operating the Coastal Profiling System will increase the application and decrease the limitations 
of this technique. 
The offshore survey limits of the system are predominantly a function of operator safety. 
The CPS utilizes a personal watercraft that is not easily visible to larger ships or fishing boats. In 
addition, surveying has been limited to a visible distance offshore through binoculars, and the 
extent of the range of the communication radios. The offshore extent of 12 m on the low sloping 
beaches of Washington is approximately 2 km from shore. On moderate slopes, deeper depths 
may be achieved at similar distances from shore. However, the affects of speed of sound from 
stratification of temperature and salinity in the water column may become more of a concern in 
deeper water. 
In general, the Coastal Profiling System is more mobile and less restricted by operating 
conditions than most existing nearshore surveying devices. As a result of size and weight the 
CRAB is limited to usage at the FRF. Sea sleds can be dissembled and transported but require 
the addition of a boat in the water and vehicle with a pulley on land. The CPS is deployed and 
recovered from the beach unlike most boat based echo-sounder systems, and is quickly mobilized 
for surveying. In addition, the CPS has a minimum of operating expenses. 94 
IV.2 Future Work 
The Coastal Profiling System was designed as a research tool and several improvements 
would assist in the larger scale applications required for coastal monitoring. It is important that 
the electronics on the CPS are compact, water tight, and durable. The CPS can not be powered 
down from the water if one of the components is not operating properly. An external power 
switch would provide the ability to reboot the system without interrupting the survey by returning 
to dry land. The current onboard computer was an innovative design from the research staff in 
the Coastal Imaging Lab at Oregon State University. However, a more interactive user-interface, 
including computer and software would provide greater ease in operation. 
This computer and software should provide the ability to: 
1.  record the GPS and echo-sounder data at the same frequency and time, 
2.  accept the input of and convert the data to a local land based coordinate system, 
3.  initialize the system with a visual map display, 
4.  be interfaced for the input of additional data streams such as temperature and salinity. 
The LCD driver display currently provides GPS information including coordinates 
(latitude, longitude), time (UTC), pdop (dilution of precision) , and the number of visible 
satellites. Echo-sounder readings of depth and the speed of the vehicle are also provided to the 
user. If the number of satellites drops below four, the differential corrections can not be 
computed and below three the GPS signal is lost. In this case, there is a character symbol 
displayed on the screen indicating that the data quality is poor, but data collection continues. A 
more obvious signal such as a blinking light or noise could provide indication to the operator that 
the GPS signal has been lost and needs to be reinitialized. The driver display should also be 
equipped with a tracking type navigation system to improve the quality of the cross-shore 
transects and the repeatability of survey lines. 
Optimal surveying time is at high tide, but with large tidal ranges such as the Washington 
coast, surveys can be conducted up to 2 hours before and after high tide. The operation of the 
system is currently limited by battery power to approximately 3 hours and by fuel to 4 hours. 
Memory capability of the computer and system power should be extended to last at least as long 
as the fuel supply. 95 
To further avoid the errors associated with roll and pitch, the GPS antenna and echo-
sounder should continue to be horizontally co-located. If affordable, a motion sensor should be 
considered to provide explicit corrections of boat motion. However, the echo-sounder should 
remain a broad beam to reduce the affects of tilt or be improved with a multi-point transducer. 96 
CHAPTERV CONCLUSIONS 
V.1 The accuracy and application of the Coastal Profiling System 
The Coastal Profiling System was demonstrated to be a high-resolution technique to 
measure nearshore bathymetry and sub-aqueous beach profiles on an intermediate and a 
dissipative beach. The comparison of three days of CPS and CRAB bathymetry provided the 
ground truth of the system. Profile comparisons of CPS surveys to the CRAB data collected on 
October 30, 1997 showed an rms error of 5.5 cm about a mean vertical bias of 4.6 cm. 
Alternately, the difference between CPS and CRAB bathymetric maps both generated from a 
statistical interpolation of gridded data, demonstrated a standard deviation of 4.9 cm from a 
vertical bias of 5.4 cm. Some residual shorter wavelength variations (0(30 cm)) observed by the 
CPS may be due to imperfect removal of wave motion or actual morphology contributing to the 
rms errors relative to the bias. 
A single survey line was retraced three times to evaluate the repeatability of 
measurements. The rms error was 11.5 cm and the mean of the vertical envelope of variability 
across the three profiles was 10.0 cm. The largest errors across the profile in comparison to the 
CRAB and in repeatability occurred on the seaward flank of the inner bar probably as a 
consequence of the horizontal offset of the echo-sounder transducer combined with the effects of 
boat tilt. 
Further accuracy tests in Oysterville, Washington were conducted for the evaluation of 
data collected on a dissipative beach. Without ground truth data no absolute comparisons were 
available. However, two profiles were repeated and longshore lines were measured to cross the 
shore perpendicular beach profiles and provide overlapping measurements. The repeatability of 
the two profiles demonstrated a standard deviation of 14.1 and 18.8 cm from the mean differences 
of 6.5 and 31.7 cm. Respectively, the largest differences between profiles were seen over 
morphology that vary on short to medium scales 0 (50 m) in the cross-shore. Since it was 
impossible to steer exact repeat courses of each transect, the horizontal offsets and alongshore 
variability may be a major cause of these errors. 97 
The duplication of measurements through longshore crossings at 2, 4, 6, and 8 m depth 
contours at Oysterville yielded a mean standard deviation across the four lines of 0.37 m with a 
maximum of 0.54 and a minimum of 0.13 m. The estimated mean bias was 0.11 m and ranged 
from 0.02 to 0.21 m. Consistency estimates using longshore lines exhibited a decreasing trend, 
with a maximum at the 2 m contour decreasing offshore with the increasing depth of the 
longshore contour lines. 
V.2 Regional nearshore bathymetry of the Columbia River Littoral Cell 
The beach morphology monitoring program of the Southwest Washington Coastal 
Erosion Study provided the opportunity to apply the CPS on longer time and larger spatial scales. 
A 2-3 km section representative of each of the four sub-cells of the Columbia River Littoral Cell 
was surveyed with the CPS and the CLAMMER. The additional site of Fort Canby was surveyed 
to provide the evaluation of jetty affects on the sub-aqueous profile. 
Sub-aerial and sub-aqueous beach profiles at each site were averaged in the alongshore to 
provide a mean representation of the morphology from +4 m elevation to 12 m depth. From the 
fit of a power law equilibrium profile of AXm to the alongshore-averaged profile, the shape 
parameters A were estimated to be 0.0268-0.0385. An average value for m of 0.70 was 
demonstrated and is very near to the 2/3 values commonly provided in the literature. The 
exponents indicated a range in profile shape from relatively concave (m=0.56) to more linear 
(m=0.79). Nearshore slopes were calculated from the equilibrium profile between the +1.0 m 
elevation contour (0.0 in the cross-shore) and 1 km offshore with a mean of 0.70 and values in the 
dissipative range of 0.0067  0.0089. Additional slopes were calculated to 1.5 km offshore with 
slightly smaller values of 0.0059-0.0077, and steeper slope values of 0.013-0.034 on the foreshore 
between the 1 and 3 m elevation contour. 
From zero-down-crossings of the deviation from the equilibrium profile, sand bars were 
detected at an elevation of +0.76 m to depths of 6.6 m with heights of 0.203-1.913 m, lengths of 
164-949 m and volumes of 48-535 m3/m. The tallest bars at four of the five survey regions 
occurred in a depth range of 3  4.5 m. This is perhaps a first order indication of an offshore 
decreasing trend in profile variability and may indicate that the sub-cells respond to incident 98 
forcing on similar cross-shore length scales. This observation may represent some consistency in 
sediment transport patterns throughout the littoral cell. 
Bathymetric maps of Oysterville and Fort Canby, WA reveal different longshore 
characteristics. The uniform outer bar consistent amongst the sub-cells is depicted in the 
Oysterville survey, but the resolution of a crescentic inner bar was unique to this site. Fort Canby 
on the other hand is close to a jetty and shows a longshore gradient in bar height increasing as the 
profile develops north of the jetty. An erosion "hotpot" exists onshore from the flat bathymetry 
and may be a result of longshore gradients in bar position. In addition, an observed rip current in 
the center of the survey region may have affected the development of the bar. 
On a seasonal scale, the comparison of three profiles separated by 3 months each, 
surveyed at Ocean City, WA, revealed the onshore migration of the outer bar and accretion of the 
lower foreshore. In addition, two profiles surveyed in August and October at Fort Canby 
reiterated the progradation of the foreshore and onshore bar migration to a lesser degree. 
Historically, much of the Washington coast has been accretionary as revealed by comparison of 
CPS beach profiles to the Bascom surveys (1954), demonstrate a 2-4 m gain in elevations and 25­
200 m in progradation. Further surveys are being conducted to understand the kinematics of 
longshore sand bars and the profile response to storm conditions. 99 
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